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PART I

Section 1. Letter of Invitation

RFP No. CSCL/WB/1                              03.02.2017
Coimbatore

1. The Government of Tamil Nadu has proposed to implement various projects under Smart Cities Mission in Coimbatore Smart Cities through the Special Purpose Vehicles [SPVs] namely Coimbatore Smart City Limited. The Coimbatore Smart City Limited (Client) has planned to redevelop and restore the Eight Lakes identified in ABD Area under Smart City Proposal.

2. The Client now invites proposals to provide the following consulting services (hereinafter called “Services”): for Developing an Eco-Restoration Plan for Eight Lakes identified in ABD Area under Smart City Proposal. More details on the Services are provided in the Terms of Reference (Section 7).

3. This Request for Proposals (RFP) is open for all eligible and qualified firms that possess the requisite qualifications and experience.

4. A firm will be selected under Least Cost Selection procedures and would be required to submit a Full Technical Proposal in a format as described in this RFP, in accordance with the policies of the Government of India, The Government of Tamil Nadu and Tamil Nadu Urban Finance and Infrastructure Development Corporation.

5. The RFP includes the following documents:

   Section 1 - Letter of Invitation
   Section 2 - Instructions to Consultants and Data Sheet
   Section 3 – Pre-qualification – Standard Forms
   Section 4 - Technical Proposal - Standard Forms
   Section 5 - Financial Proposal - Standard Forms
   Section 6 –Eligible Countries
   Section 7 –Policy – Corrupt and Fraudulent Practices
   Section 8 - Terms of Reference
   Section 9 - Standard Forms of Contract

Yours sincerely,

Managing Director
Coimbatore Smart City Limited
Section 2. Instructions to Consultants and Data Sheet

A. General Provisions

1. Definitions

(a) “Affiliate(s)” means an individual or an entity that directly or indirectly controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with the Consultant.

(b) “Applicable Guidelines” means the policies of the Government of India under Smart City, Government of Tamil Nadu (Tender Transparency Act) and other applicable laws governing the selection and Contract award process as set forth in this RFP.

(c) “Applicable Law” means the laws and any other instruments having the force of law in the Client’s country, or in such other country as may be specified in the Data Sheet, as they may be issued and in force from time to time.

(d) “Client” means the implementing agency that signs the Contract for the Services with the selected Consultant.

(e) “Consultant” means a legally-established professional consulting firm or an entity that may provide or provides the Services to the Client under the Contract.

(f) “Contract” means a legally binding written agreement signed between the Client and the Consultant and includes all the attached documents listed in its Clause 1 (the General Conditions of Contract (GCC), the Special Conditions of Contract (SCC), and the Appendices).

(g) “Data Sheet” means an integral part of the Instructions to Consultants (ITC) Section 2 that is used to reflect specific country and assignment conditions to supplement, but not to over-write, the provisions of the ITC.

(h) “Day” means a calendar day.

(i) “Experts” means, collectively, Key Experts, Non-Key Experts, or any other personnel of the Consultant, Sub-consultant.

(j) “Government” means the government of the Client’s country.

(k) “Key Expert(s)” means an individual professional whose skills, qualifications, knowledge and experience are critical to the performance of the Services under the Contract and whose CV is taken into account in the technical evaluation of the Consultant’s proposal.

(l) “ITC” (this Section 2 of the RFP) means the Instructions to Consultants that provides the Consultants with all information needed to prepare their Proposals.

(m) “LOI” (this Section 1 of the RFP) means the Letter of
Invitation being sent by the Client to the Consultants.

(n) “Non-Key Expert(s)” means an individual professional provided by the Consultant or its Sub-consultant and who is assigned to perform the Services or any part thereof under the Contract and whose CVs are not evaluated individually.


(p) “RFP” means the Request for Proposals to be prepared by the Client for the selection of Consultants, based on the SRFP.

(q) “SRFP” means the Standard Request for Proposals, which must be used by the Client as the basis for the preparation of the RFP.

(r) “Services” means the work to be performed by the Consultant pursuant to the Contract.

(s) “Sub-consultant” means an entity to whom the Consultant intends to subcontract any part of the Services while remaining responsible to the Client during the performance of the Contract.

(t) “TORs” (this Section 7 of the RFP) means the Terms of Reference that explain the objectives, scope of work, activities, and tasks to be performed, respective responsibilities of the Client and the Consultant, and expected results and deliverables of the assignment.

2. Introduction

2.1 The Client named in the Data Sheet intends to select a Consultant, in accordance with the method of selection specified in the Data Sheet.

2.2 Consultants are invited to submit a Pre-qualification, Technical Proposal and a Financial Proposal, for consulting services required for the assignment named in the Data Sheet. The Proposal will be the basis for negotiating and ultimately signing the Contract with the selected Consultant.

2.3 The Consultants should familiarize themselves with the local conditions and take them into account in preparing their Proposals, including attending a pre-proposal conference if one is specified in the Data Sheet. Attending any such pre-proposal conference is optional and is at the Consultants’ expense.

2.4 The Client will timely provide, at no cost to the Consultants, the inputs, relevant project data, and reports required for the preparation of the Consultant’s Proposal as specified in the Data Sheet.

3. Conflict of Interest

3.1 The Consultant is required to provide professional, objective, and impartial advice, at all times holding the Client’s interests paramount, strictly avoiding conflicts with other assignments or its own corporate interests, and acting without any consideration for future work.
3.2 The Consultant has an obligation to disclose to the Client any situation of actual or potential conflict that impacts its capacity to serve the best interest of its Client. Failure to disclose such situations may lead to the disqualification of the Consultant or the termination of its Contract and/or sanctions by the Client.

3.2.1 Without limitation on the generality of the foregoing, the Consultant shall not be hired under the circumstances set forth below:

a. Conflicting activities

(i) Conflict between consulting activities and procurement of goods, works or non-consulting services: a firm that has been engaged by the Client to provide goods, works, or non-consulting services for a project, or any of its Affiliates, shall be disqualified from providing consulting services resulting from or directly related to those goods, works, or non-consulting services. Conversely, a firm hired to provide consulting services for the preparation or implementation of a project, or any of its Affiliates, shall be disqualified from subsequently providing goods or works or non-consulting services resulting from or directly related to the consulting services for such preparation or implementation.

b. Conflicting assignments

(ii) Conflict among consulting assignments: a Consultant (including its Experts and Sub-consultants) or any of its Affiliates shall not be hired for any assignment that, by its nature, may be in conflict with another assignment of the Consultant for the same or for another Client.

4. Unfair Competitive Advantage

4.1 Fairness and transparency in the selection process require that the Consultants or their Affiliates competing for a specific assignment do not derive a competitive advantage from having provided consulting services related to the assignment in question. To that end, the Client shall indicate in the Data Sheet and make available to all Consultants together with this RFP all information that would in that respect give such Consultant any unfair competitive advantage over competing Consultants.

5. Corrupt and Fraudulent Practices

5.1 The Client requires compliance with its policy in regard to corrupt and fraudulent practices as set forth in Section 6.

5.2 In further pursuance of this policy, Consultant shall permit and shall cause its agents, Experts, Sub-consultants, sub-contractors, services providers, or suppliers to permit the Client to inspect all accounts, records, and other documents relating to the submission of the Proposal and contract performance (in case of an award), and to have them audited by auditors appointed by the Client.

6. Eligibility

6.1 The Client permits consultants (individuals and firms) from all countries to offer consulting services for this project.

6.2 Furthermore, it is the Consultant’s responsibility to ensure that its Experts, Sub-consultants, agents (declared or not), sub-contractors, service providers, suppliers and/or their employees meet the eligibility
requirements as established by the Client in the Applicable Guidelines.

6.3 As an exception to the foregoing Clauses 6.1 and 6.2 above:

a. Sanctions

6.3.1 A firm or an individual sanctioned by the Government of India or any other State Government within India shall be ineligible to be awarded this contract, or to benefit from any subsequent work under this contract.

b. Prohibitions

6.3.2 Firms and individuals of a country or goods manufactured in a country may be ineligible if so indicated in Section 5 (Eligible Countries) and:

(a) as a matter of law or official regulations, the Borrower’s country prohibits commercial relations with that country.; or

(b) by an act of compliance with a decision of the United Nations Security Council taken under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, the Borrower’s Country prohibits any import of goods from that country or any payments to any country, person, or entity in that country.

c. Restrictions for Government-owned Enterprises

6.3.3 None.

d. Restrictions for public employees

6.3.4 Government officials and civil servants are not eligible to be included as Experts in the Consultant’s Proposal unless such engagement does not conflict with any employment or other laws, regulations, or policies of the India, and they

(i) are on leave of absence without pay, or have resigned or retired;

(ii) are not being hired by the same agency they were working for before going on leave of absence without pay, resigning, or retiring

(in case of resignation or retirement, for a period of at least 6 (six) months, or the period established by statutory provisions applying to civil servants or government employees in India, whichever is longer. Experts who are employed by the government-owned universities, educational or research institutions are not eligible unless they have been full time employees of their institutions for a year or more prior to being included in Consultant’s Proposal.; and

(iii) their hiring would not create a conflict of interest.

B. Preparation of Proposals

7. General Considerations

7.1 In preparing the Proposal, the Consultant is expected to examine the RFP in detail. Material deficiencies in providing the information requested in the RFP may result in rejection of the Proposal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8. Cost of Preparation of Proposal</td>
<td>8.1 The Consultant shall bear all costs associated with the preparation and submission of its Proposal, and the Client shall not be responsible or liable for those costs, regardless of the conduct or outcome of the selection process. The Client is not bound to accept any proposal, and reserves the right to annul the selection process at any time prior to Contract award, without thereby incurring any liability to the Consultant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Language</td>
<td>9.1 The Proposal, as well as all correspondence and documents relating to the Proposal exchanged between the Consultant and the Client, shall be written in the language(s) specified in the Data Sheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Documents Comprising the Proposal</td>
<td>10.1 The Proposal shall comprise the documents and forms listed in the Data Sheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>If specified in the Data Sheet, the Consultant shall include a statement of an undertaking of the Consultant to observe, in competing for and executing a contract, the Client country’s laws against fraud and corruption (including bribery).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>The Consultant shall furnish information on commissions, gratuities, and fees, if any, paid or to be paid to agents or any other party relating to this Proposal and, if awarded, Contract execution, as requested in the Financial Proposal submission form (Section 4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Only One Proposal</td>
<td>11.1 The Consultant shall submit only one Proposal (refer Data Sheet).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Proposal Validity</td>
<td>12.1 The Data Sheet indicates the period during which the Consultant’s Proposal must remain valid after the Proposal submission deadline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>During this period, the Consultant shall maintain its original Proposal without any change, including the availability of the Key Experts, the proposed rates and the total price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>If it is established that any Key Expert nominated in the Consultant’s Proposal was not available at the time of Proposal submission or was included in the Proposal without his/her confirmation, such Proposal shall be disqualified and rejected for further evaluation, and may be subject to sanctions in accordance with Clause 5 of this ITC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Extension of Validity Period</td>
<td>12.4 The Client will make its best effort to complete the negotiations within the proposal’s validity period. However, should the need arise, the Client may request, in writing, all Consultants who submitted Proposals prior to the submission deadline to extend the Proposals’ validity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>If the Consultant agrees to extend the validity of its Proposal, it shall be done without any change in the original Proposal and with the confirmation of the availability of the Key Experts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>The Consultant has the right to refuse to extend the validity of its Proposal in which case such Proposal will not be further evaluated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| b. Substitution of Key Experts at | 12.7 If any of the Key Experts become unavailable for the extended validity period, the Consultant shall provide a written adequate


Validity Extension justification and evidence satisfactory to the Client together with the substitution request. In such case, a replacement Key Expert shall have equal or better qualifications and experience than those of the originally proposed Key Expert. The technical evaluation score, however, will remain to be based on the evaluation of the CV of the original Key Expert.

12.8 If the Consultant fails to provide a replacement Key Expert with equal or better qualifications, or if the provided reasons for the replacement or justification are unacceptable to the Client, such Proposal may be rejected.

c. Sub-Contracting

12.9 The Consultant shall not subcontract the whole of the Services.

13. Clarification and Amendment of RFP

13.1 The Consultant may request a clarification of any part of the RFP during the period indicated in the Data Sheet before the Proposals’ submission deadline. Any request for clarification must be sent in writing, or by standard electronic means, to the Client’s address indicated in the Data Sheet. The Client will respond in writing, or by standard electronic means, and will send written copies of the response (including an explanation of the query but without identifying its source) to Consultants. Should the Client deem it necessary to amend the RFP as a result of a clarification, it shall do so following the procedure described below:

13.1.1 At any time before the proposal submission deadline, the Client may amend the RFP by issuing an amendment in writing or by standard electronic means. The amendment shall be sent to Consultants and will be binding on them. The Consultants shall acknowledge receipt of all amendments in writing.

13.1.2 If the amendment is substantial, the Client may extend the proposal submission deadline to give the Consultants reasonable time to take an amendment into account in their Proposals.

13.2 The Consultant may submit a modified Proposal or a modification to any part of it at any time prior to the proposal submission deadline. No modifications to the Technical or Financial Proposal shall be accepted after the deadline.

14. Preparation of Proposals – Specific Considerations

14.1 While preparing the Proposal, the Consultant must give particular attention to the following:

14.1.1 If a Consultant considers that it may enhance its expertise for the assignment by associating with other consultants in the form of Sub-consultants, it may do so.

14.1.2 The Client may indicate in the Data Sheet the estimated Key Experts’ time input (expressed in person-month) or the Client’s estimated total cost of the assignment. This estimate is indicative and the Proposal shall be based on the Consultant’s own estimates for the same.

14.1.3 If stated in the Data Sheet, the Consultant shall include in its Proposal at least the same time input (in the same unit as indicated in the Data Sheet) of Key Experts, failing which the Financial Proposal will be adjusted for the purpose of comparison
of proposals and decision for award in accordance with the procedure in the Data Sheet.

### 15. Technical Proposal Format and Content

15.1 The Technical Proposal shall not include any financial information. A Technical Proposal containing material financial information shall be declared non-responsive.

15.2 Depending on the nature of the assignment, the Consultant is required to submit a Full Technical Proposal (FTP), or a Simplified Technical Proposal (STP) as indicated in the Data Sheet and using the Standard Forms provided in Section 3 of the RFP.

### 16. Financial Proposal

16.1 The Financial Proposal shall be prepared using the Standard Forms provided in Section 4 of the RFP. It shall list all costs associated with the assignment, including (a) remuneration for Key Experts and Non-Key Experts, (b) reimbursable expenses indicated in the Data Sheet.

a. Price Adjustment

16.2 A price adjustment is not possible for this assignment.

b. Taxes

16.3 The Consultant and its Sub-consultants and Experts are responsible for meeting all tax liabilities arising out of the Contract unless stated otherwise in the Data Sheet. Information on taxes in the Client’s country is provided in the Data Sheet.

c. Currency of Proposal

16.4 The Consultant may express the price for its Services in the currency or currencies as stated in the Data Sheet. If indicated in the Data Sheet, the portion of the price representing local cost shall be stated in the national currency.

d. Currency of Payment

16.5 Payment under the Contract shall be made in the currency or currencies in which the payment is requested in the Proposal.

### C. Submission, Opening and Evaluation

17. Submission, Sealing, and Marking of Proposals

17.1 The Consultant shall submit a signed and complete Proposal comprising the documents and forms in accordance with Clause 10 (Documents Comprising Proposal). The submission can be done by mail or by hand. If specified in the Data Sheet, the Consultant has the option of submitting its Proposals electronically.

17.2 An authorized representative of the Consultant shall sign the original submission letters in the required format for both the Technical Proposal and, if applicable, the Financial Proposal and shall initial all pages of both. The authorization shall be in the form of a written power of attorney attached to the Technical Proposal.

17.3 Any modifications, revisions, interlineations, erasures, or overwriting shall be valid only if they are signed or initialled by the person signing the Proposal.

17.4 The signed Proposal shall be marked “ORIGINAL”, and its copies marked “COPY” as appropriate. The number of copies is indicated in the Data Sheet. All copies shall be made from the signed
original. If there are discrepancies between the original and the copies, the original shall prevail.

17.5 The original and all the copies of the Technical Proposal shall be placed inside of a sealed envelope clearly marked “TECHNICAL PROPOSAL”, “[Name of the Assignment]”, reference number, name and address of the Consultant, and with a warning “DO NOT OPEN UNTIL [INSERT THE DATE AND THE TIME OF THE TECHNICAL PROPOSAL SUBMISSION DEADLINE].”

17.6 Similarly, the original Financial Proposal (if required for the applicable selection method) shall be placed inside of a sealed envelope clearly marked “FINANCIAL PROPOSAL” followed by the name of the assignment, reference number, name and address of the Consultant, and with a warning “DO NOT OPEN WITH THE TECHNICAL PROPOSAL.”

17.7 The sealed envelopes containing the Technical and Financial Proposals shall be placed into one outer envelope and sealed. This outer envelope shall bear the submission address, RFP reference number, the name of the assignment, Consultant’s name and the address, and shall be clearly marked “DO NOT OPEN BEFORE [insert the time and date of the submission deadline indicated in the Data Sheet]”.

17.8 If the envelopes and packages with the Proposal are not sealed and marked as required, the Client will assume no responsibility for the misplacement, loss, or premature opening of the Proposal.

17.9 The Proposal or its modifications must be sent to the address indicated in the Data Sheet and received by the Client no later than the deadline indicated in the Data Sheet, or any extension to this deadline. Any Proposal or its modification received by the Client after the deadline shall be declared late and rejected, and promptly returned unopened.

18. Confidentiality

18.1 From the time the Proposals are opened to the time the Contract is awarded, the Consultant should not contact the Client on any matter related to its Technical and/or Financial Proposal. Information relating to the evaluation of Proposals and award recommendations shall not be disclosed to the Consultants who submitted the Proposals or to any other party not officially concerned with the process, until the publication of the Contract award information.

18.2 Any attempt by Consultants or anyone on behalf of the Consultant to influence improperly the Client in the evaluation of the Proposals or Contract award decisions may result in the rejection of its Proposal, and may be subject to the application of prevailing Client’s sanctions procedures.

18.3 Notwithstanding the above provisions, from the time of the Proposals’ opening to the time of Contract award publication, if a Consultant wishes to contact the Client on any matter related to the
selection process, it should do so only in writing.

19. Opening of Technical Proposals

19.1 The Client’s evaluation committee shall conduct the opening of Technical Proposals in the presence of the Consultants’ authorized representatives who choose to attend (in person, or online if this option is offered in the Data Sheet). The opening date, time and the address are stated in the Data Sheet. The envelopes with the Financial Proposal shall remain sealed and shall be securely stored until they are opened in accordance with Clause 23 of the ITC.

19.2 At the opening of the Technical Proposals the following shall be read out: (i) the name and the country of the Consultant and the names and the countries of all members; (ii) the presence or absence of a duly sealed envelope with the Financial Proposal; (iii) any modifications to the Proposal submitted prior to proposal submission deadline; and (iv) any other information deemed appropriate or as indicated in the Data Sheet.

20. Proposals Evaluation

20.1 Subject to provision of Clause 15.1 of the ITC, the evaluators of the Technical Proposals shall have no access to the Financial Proposals until the technical evaluation is concluded.

20.2 The Consultant is not permitted to alter or modify its Proposal in any way after the proposal submission deadline except as permitted under Clause 12.7 of this ITC. While evaluating the Proposals, the Client will conduct the evaluation solely on the basis of the submitted Technical and Financial Proposals.

21. Evaluation of Technical Proposals

21.1 The Client’s evaluation committee shall evaluate the Technical Proposals on the basis of their responsiveness to the Terms of Reference and the RFP, applying the evaluation criteria, sub-criteria, and point system specified in the Data Sheet. Each responsive Proposal will be given a technical score. A Proposal shall be rejected at this stage if it does not respond to important aspects of the RFP or if it fails to achieve the minimum technical score indicated in the Data Sheet.

15.1.1 Consultant shall not propose alternative Key Experts. Only one CV shall be submitted for each Key Expert position. Failure to comply with this requirement will make the Proposal non-responsive.

22. Financial Proposals for QBS

22.1 Not Applicable.

23. Public Opening of Financial Proposals (for QCBS, FBS, and LCS methods)

23.1 After the technical evaluation is complete, The Client shall notify in writing those Consultants that have achieved the minimum overall technical score and inform them of the date, time and location for the opening of the Financial Proposals. The opening date should allow the Consultants sufficient time to make arrangements for attending the opening. The Consultant’s attendance at the opening of the Financial Proposals (in person, or online if such option is indicated in the Data Sheet) is optional and is at the Consultant’s
choice.

23.2 The Financial Proposals shall be opened by the Client’s evaluation committee in the presence of the representatives of those Consultants whose proposals have passed the minimum technical score. At the opening, the names of the Consultants, and the overall technical scores, including the break-down by criterion, shall be read aloud. The Financial Proposals will then be inspected to confirm that they have remained sealed and unopened. These Financial Proposals shall be then opened, and the total prices read aloud and recorded. Copies of the record shall be sent to all Consultants who submitted Proposals and to the Client.

24. Correction of Errors

24.1 Activities and items described in the Technical Proposal but not priced in the Financial Proposal, shall be assumed to be included in the prices of other activities or items, and no corrections are made to the Financial Proposal.

a. Time-Based Contracts

24.1.1 If a Time-Based contract form is included in the RFP, the Client’s evaluation committee will (a) correct any computational or arithmetical errors, and (b) adjust the prices if they fail to reflect all inputs included for the respective activities or items in the Technical Proposal. In case of discrepancy between (i) a partial amount (sub-total) and the total amount, or (ii) between the amount derived by multiplication of unit price with quantity and the total price, or (iii) between words and figures, the former will prevail. In case of discrepancy between the Technical and Financial Proposals in indicating quantities of input, the Technical Proposal prevails and the Client’s evaluation committee shall correct the quantification indicated in the Financial Proposal so as to make it consistent with that indicated in the Technical Proposal, apply the relevant unit price included in the Financial Proposal to the corrected quantity, and correct the total Proposal cost.

b. Lump-Sum Contracts

24.2 If a Lump-Sum contract form is included in the RFP, the Consultant is deemed to have included all prices in the Financial Proposal, so neither arithmetical corrections nor price adjustments shall be made. The total price, net of taxes understood as per Clause ITC 25 below, specified in the Financial Proposal (Form FIN-1) shall be considered as the offered price.

25. Taxes

25.1 The Client’s evaluation of the Consultant’s Financial Proposal shall exclude taxes and duties in the Client’s country in accordance with the instructions in the Data Sheet.

26. Conversion to Single Currency

26.1 For the evaluation purposes, prices shall be converted to a single currency using the selling rates of exchange, source and date indicated in the Data Sheet.

27. Combined Quality and Cost Evaluation

a. Quality- and Cost-Based Selection (QCBS)

27.1 Not Applicable
### Section 3. Technical Proposal – Standard Forms

#### b. Fixed-Budget Selection (FBS)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>Not Applicable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### c. Least-Cost Selection

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>Applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### D. Negotiations and Award

##### 28. Negotiations

28.1 The negotiations will be held at the date and address indicated in the **Data Sheet** with the Consultant’s representative(s) who must have written power of attorney to negotiate and sign a Contract on behalf of the Consultant.

28.2 The Client shall prepare minutes of negotiations that are signed by the Client and the Consultant’s authorized representative.

##### a. Availability of Key Experts

28.3 The invited Consultant shall confirm the availability of all Key Experts included in the Proposal as a pre-requisite to the negotiations, or, if applicable, a replacement in accordance with Clause 12 of the ITC. Failure to confirm the Key Experts’ availability may result in the rejection of the Consultant’s Proposal and the Client proceeding to negotiate the Contract with the next-ranked Consultant.

28.4 Notwithstanding the above, the substitution of Key Experts at the negotiations may be considered if due solely to circumstances outside the reasonable control of and not foreseeable by the Consultant, including but not limited to death or medical incapacity or the expert leaving the organization, or subsequently withdrawing concurrence given. In such case, the Consultant shall offer a substitute Key Expert within the period of time specified in the letter of invitation to negotiate the Contract, who shall have equivalent or better qualifications and experience than the original candidate.

##### b. Technical negotiations

28.5 The negotiations include discussions of the Terms of Reference (TORs), the proposed methodology, the Client’s inputs, the special conditions of the Contract, and finalizing the “Description of Services” part of the Contract. These discussions shall not substantially alter the original scope of services under the TOR or the terms of the contract, lest the quality of the final product, its price, or the relevance of the initial evaluation be affected.

##### c. Financial negotiations

28.6 The negotiations include the clarification of the Consultant’s tax liability in the Client’s country and how it should be reflected in the Contract.

28.6.1 – Negotiations will be held as per the procurement guidelines of Tamil Nadu Transparency in Tenders Act, 1998 and RULES 2000 as amended from time to time.

##### 29. Conclusion of Negotiations

29.1 The negotiations are concluded with a review of the finalized draft Contract, which then shall be initialled by the Client and the Consultant’s authorized representative.
29.2 If the negotiations fail, the Client shall inform the Consultant in writing of all pending issues and disagreements and provide a final opportunity to the Consultant to respond. If disagreement persists, the Client shall terminate the negotiations informing the Consultant of the reasons for doing so. The Client will invite the next-ranked Consultant to negotiate a Contract. Once the Client commences negotiations with the next-ranked Consultant, the Client shall not reopen the earlier negotiations.

30. Award of Contract

30.1 After completing the negotiations the Client shall sign the Contract; publish the award information as per the instructions in the Data Sheet; and promptly notify the other Consultants through the website or standard electronic or written means.

30.2 The Consultant is expected to commence the assignment on the date and at the location specified in the Data Sheet.
Instructions to Consultants

E. Data Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITC Clause Reference</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (c)</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Name of the Client: Coimbatore Smart City Limited  
Method of selection: Least Cost Selection

2.2 Financial Proposal to be submitted together with Technical Proposal: Yes  
The name of the assignment is: Consultancy Services for Developing Eco-Restoration Plan for Eight Lakes identified in ABD area under Smart City

2.3 A pre-proposal conference will be held: Yes  
Date of pre-proposal conference: 15.02.2017  
Time: 3:00PM  
Address: The Commissioner, Coimbatore Corporation Coimbatore -641 001  
Phone: 0422-2390261  
Fax: 0422-2390167  
E-Mail: commr.coimbatore@tn.gov.in  
Contact person: The City Engineer, Coimbatore Corporation

2.4 The Client will provide the following inputs, project data, reports, etc. to facilitate the preparation of the Proposals:  
Existing Reports and maps about the lakes.

B. Preparation of Proposals

2.5 This RFP has been issued in the English language. Proposals shall be submitted in English language. All correspondence exchange shall be in English language.

2.6 The Proposal shall comprise the following for each packages:

For FULL TECHNICAL PROPOSAL (FTP):

1st Inner Envelope with the Technical Proposal:  
(1) Power of Attorney to sign the Proposal  
(2) TECH-1  
(3) TECH – 2  
(4) TECH -2A  
(5) TECH – 2B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(6) TECH – 3</th>
<th>(7) TECH – 3A</th>
<th>(8) TECH – 3B</th>
<th>(9) TECH – 4</th>
<th>(10) TECH – 5</th>
<th>(11) TECH – 6</th>
<th>(12) ANNEXURE</th>
<th>(13) Meeting with all the conditions of the Pre-Qualification requirements.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

AND

2nd Inner Envelope with the Financial Proposal (if applicable):

| (1) FIN – 1 | (2) FIN – 2 | (F) FIN – 3 |

---

2.7 **Statement of Undertaking is required**

Yes

2.8 **Participation of Sub-consultants, Key Experts and Non-Key Experts in more than one Proposal is permissible**

No

2.9 **Proposals must remain valid for 90 calendar days after the proposal submission deadline.**

2.10 Clarifications may be requested no later than one week prior to the submission deadline.

The contact information for requesting clarifications is: As above

2.11 **Consultants may associate with other Consultants:** No

2.12 **Estimated input of Key Experts’ time-input:** 10 months

2.13 **for time-based contracts only**

Not Applicable

2.13 (a) The Tender Scrutiny Committee as a whole will evaluate the Pre-Qualification proposals / Forms on the basis of their audited turnover, experience, projects executed, project experience, qualification and experience of key personnel, applying the evaluation criteria specified

1. Be a registered company (under the Indian Companies Act) operating in India for at least the past 5 years.

   *Please attach a copy of the Registration Certificate.*

2. Have an average annual turnover of Indian Rupees Hundred Crores for each of the past three audited Accounting Years (2013-14, 2014-15 and 2015-16).
Please attach a certificate from the Chartered Accountant.


Please attach a certificate from the Chartered Accountant.

4. Should not hold any sanction / black-listing by any government / quasi government agency or any Multi-Lateral Donor Body (World Bank, ADB, JICA, etc.). The applying firm should not have been sanctioned / black-listed during the past 5 years (even if the sanction / black-list was subsequently withdrawn).

Please attach a self-declaration stating the above.

5. The Consultancy firm have the experience of at least 200 Acres of Eco-Restoration of lakes/water front development, 10km of NMT all along the lake/ water front corridor for a cost of Rs. 100 Cr. The consultant should submit the completion certificate for evaluation, without completion certificate, the bid should not be considered for evaluation.

Please attach relevant project citations mentioning the project title, the value of the contract, the contract duration and project work order / completion certificates.

Or

Any autonomous body of the Govt. of India or their constituent units having 15 years’ experience in eco-restoration of lakes/water bodies/water front development along with NMT development/tourism activities.

6. Consortium not allowed

7. EMD

Applying firms are required to provide documentary evidence of meeting all the above requirements. Self-certifications for the above are acceptable. Eligible firm’s proposals will only be considered for technical and financial evaluation. The technical and price envelopes of others will not be considered and returned unopened after completing the selection process.

2.13 (b) An EMD of 1% of quoted value (Indian Rupees) in the form of DD from a Nationalized bank in India and drawn in favour of the Coimbatore Smart City Limited and payable at Coimbatore, must be submitted along with the Proposal.

2.14 The format of the Technical Proposal to be submitted is: FTP

2.15 A price adjustment provision applies to remuneration rates:

No

2.16 Information on the Consultant’s tax obligations in the Client’s country can be found with Government of India.
The Financial Proposal shall be stated in the following currencies: Indian Rupees.

The Consultants shall have the option of submitting their Proposals electronically.

The Consultant must submit for each package:
(a) **Technical Proposal**: one (1) original and 1 copy; + Electronic Copy in a CD / DVD / Pen Drive.
(b) **Financial Proposal**: one (1) original.

The Proposals must be submitted no later than:

**Date:** 28.02.2017  
**Time:** 15:00 Hrs.

Address: The Commissioner, Coimbatore Corporation Coimbatore -641 001

Phone : 0422-2390261  
Fax: 0422-2390167  
E-Mail:-commr.coimbatore@tn.gov.in  
Contact person:  
The City Engineer, Coimbatore Corporation

An online option of the opening of the Technical Proposals is offered: Yes

The opening shall take place at:
Same as the Proposal submission address”

**Date:** 28.02.2017  
**Time:** 15:00 Hrs.

In addition, the following information will be read aloud at the opening of the Technical Proposals N/A

Criteria, sub-criteria, and point system for the evaluation of the Full Technical Proposals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Details of Experience</th>
<th>Sub Criteria</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Experience of preparing Detailed Project Report for Lake/ water front development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) 200 Acres to 500 Acres</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) 501-750 Acres</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) More than 750 Acres</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Experience of preparing Detailed Project Report for NMT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3. Technical Proposal – Standard Forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>10 -15 km</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 to 20 km</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 20 km</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3. Capability, Experience and Qualifications of key personnel as per tender requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project leader / Architect</td>
<td>Master in Planning – Urban / Architecture</td>
<td>15 years of experience in Master Plan/Development Plan for lake restoration and water front development, Tourism Development Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Specialist</td>
<td>M.Tech/ME/MS in Civil / Structural Engineering</td>
<td>10 years of experience in river front development, lake front development, restoration of water bodies, water front development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulics Specialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Transportation Planner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Specialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape Specialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism Expert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance Specialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For all the above positions

- General qualifications (education, training, and experience): 25%
- Adequacy for the Assignment (relevant experience in the sector/similar assignments): 75%

Total weight 100%

Total points for the criteria: 100

The minimum technical score (St) required to pass is: 75%
### Section 3. Technical Proposal – Standard Forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Hydraulics Specialist</td>
<td>Post Graduate in Hydraulic Engineering</td>
<td>10 years of experience in Water resources, hydraulics and related models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Urban Transportation Planner</td>
<td>ME/M.Tech in Urban Engineering/Transportation Engineering</td>
<td>10 years of experience in planning and designing the transportation network, circulation, complete streets etc.,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Environmental Specialist</td>
<td>M.Tech/ME in environmental Engineering</td>
<td>A postgraduate in environmental science / engineering with around 8 years of experience in relevant field with experience in environmental evaluation and assessment processes required for the development of similar infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Landscape Specialist</td>
<td>Masters in Landscape Architecture</td>
<td>A post graduate in architecture around 8 years of experience in relevant field with experience in designing parks, and promenades.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>Tourism Expert</td>
<td>Post Graduate in Tourism Management</td>
<td>A graduate/Diploma in Tourism Management around 8 years of experience in the relevant field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>Finance Specialist</td>
<td>CA/ICWA/M.B.A in Finance</td>
<td>A post-graduate in finance discipline with around 8 years of experience in finance modeling of major infrastructure / transportation / tourism projects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The minimum technical score (St) required to qualify is: 75%**

2.25 **An online option of the opening of the Financial Proposals is offered: Yes**

2.26 "The Client will select the Consultant quoted the lowest cost among those that passed the minimum technical score " Further, as quality is the principal selection criterion, the Coimbatore Smart City Limited does not bind itself in any way to select the firm offering the lowest price".

2.28 **(LCS only)** Public Opening and Evaluation of Financial proposals

After the evaluation of Technical Proposal is completed, the Client shall notify only those consultants whose proposals have been short-listed of the same and the date and time for opening of financial proposals.

The Financial Proposals shall be opened publicly in the presence of the consultants’ representatives who choose to attend. The name of the consultant, the technical scores, and the proposed amount shall be read aloud and recorded when the Financial Proposals are opened. The Client shall prepare minutes of the public opening.

The Consultancy Evaluation & Review Committee will determine whether the Financial Proposals are complete, (i.e., whether they have costed all items of the corresponding Technical Proposals, if not the client will cost them and add their
The Consultant who has bid the lowest amount (L1) will be invited for discussions/negotiations / clarifications for the purpose of signing a Contract Agreement. Maximum one package will be awarded to a consultant. If the quote of a particular consultant is low in more than a package, right to select one package will be given to that particular consultant. The next L-2 consultant will be offered to work on the subsequent packages on the rate quoted by L-1 and if L-2 agrees to work on rate quoted by L-1 then work will be given to that bidder and this process will be repeated till the completion of allocation of packages on least cost basis.

2.26 For the purpose of the evaluation, the Client will exclude: (a) all local identifiable indirect taxes such as sales tax, excise tax, VAT, or similar taxes levied on the contract’s invoices; and (b) all additional local indirect tax on the remuneration of services rendered by non-resident experts in the Client’s country. If a Contract is awarded, at Contract negotiations, all such taxes will be discussed, finalized (using the itemized list as a guidance but not limiting to it) and added to the Contract amount as a separate line, also indicating which taxes shall be paid by the Consultant and which taxes are withheld and paid by the Client on behalf of the Consultant.

2.27 The single currency for the conversion of all prices expressed in various currencies into a single one is: Indian Rupees
The official source of the selling (exchange) rate is: State Bank of India Selling Exchange Rate on the Closing Date and Time of Submission of Bid.

D. Negotiations and Award

2.29 Expected date and address for contract negotiations:
Date: After opening of Financial Bid.
Address: As above.

2.30 The publication of the contract award information following the completion of the contract negotiations and contract signing will be done as following: Coimbatore Corporation and CMAs website.

2.31 Expected date for the commencement of the Services:
Date: After opening of Financial bid.
Section 3. Pre-qualification Proposal – Standard Forms

Letterhead of Consultant

To
The Managing Director
Coimbatore Smart City Limited
Coimbatore Corporation
Coimbatore -641 001

Subject: Consultancy Services for Developing an Eco-Restoration Plan for Eight Lakes identified in ABD Area under Smart City Proposal

Sir,

We, the undersigned, offer to provide the consulting services for the above assignment in accordance with your Request for Proposal vide advertisement dated [Date]. We are hereby submitting our Proposal for Consultancy Services for Developing an Eco-Restoration Plan for Eight Lakes identified in ABD Area under Smart City Proposal

The Proposal contains the following documents in separate sealed envelopes:

Pre-Qualification – original + 2 copies + CD
Technical Proposal – original + 2 copies +CD
Financial Proposal – original
Technical & Financial Proposal (in separate sealed cover)

CD containing editable copy (MS-Word) of Pre-Qualification and Technical Proposal only (Not financial proposal)

We have gone through the RFP documents and understand the terms and conditions. We understand that you are not bound to accept any proposal you receive.

Yours sincerely,

Authorized Signature:
Name and Title of Signatory:
Name of Firm:
Address:
Pre-qualification – Standard Forms

4A. General

1. Name of the consulting firm

2. Consulting firm’s registered address in India

3. Consulting firm’s address for correspondence regarding this project, including phone numbers (mention city code), fax numbers and email addresses

4. Details of the authorized signatory of the consulting firm for communication regarding this project

   1. Name
   2. Designation
   3. Contact details of the authorized signatory
   4. Office Phone (Direct Line/ Extension) Number
   5. Fax Number
   6. Mobile Phone Number
   7. Email Id

5. Please mention the audited turnover of the Consulting Firm in the preceding three financial years (Lakhs INR)

   1. FY 2013-14: ___________________ Lakhs. INR
   2. FY 2014-15:___________________ Lakhs. INR
   3. FY 2015-16:___________________ Lakhs. INR

The above statement should be duly certified by the Chartered Accountants).

4B. Experience of the Consulting Firm

1. Total Experience since the inception of firm (in years) :
2. Main line business :
3. Experience in consultancy (in years) :
4. Experience in consultancy in relevant field (in years) :

Certificate of Incorporation has to be attached
### 4C. Relevant project experience of the Consulting Firm- (Water front/ Lake front development)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Title of the project</th>
<th>Client name</th>
<th>Consultancy Fee in Rs.</th>
<th>Stage of project execution (completed/under progress) as on date</th>
<th>Project cost in crore</th>
<th>Any other relevant information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Only assignments with work orders/client certificates will be considered for evaluation)

### 4.D Relevant project experience of the Consulting Firm- (NMT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Title of the project</th>
<th>Client name</th>
<th>Consultancy Fee in Rs.</th>
<th>Stage of project execution (completed/under progress) as on date</th>
<th>Project cost in crore</th>
<th>Any other relevant information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Only assignments with work orders/client certificates will be considered for evaluation)
Section 4. Technical Proposal – Standard Forms

{Notes to Consultant shown in brackets { } throughout Section 3 provide guidance to the Consultant to prepare the Technical Proposal; they should not appear on the Proposals to be submitted.}

**NOTE TO BIDDERS**

The Bidders may note the following for preparation of the Proposal Documents

1. Standard A4 size paper should be used for printing and all pages must be serially numbered.

2. Font size should be at least 11 for any popular font. Please use paper judiciously and print on both sides.

3. As part of technical proposal, please ensure adherence of the page limit. The client will not read any additional pages of information submitted. Please attach any additional information as a separate documents / annexure.

**CHECKLIST OF REQUIRED FORMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORM</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Page Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TECH-1</td>
<td>Technical Proposal Submission Form.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH-2</td>
<td>Consultant’s Organization and Experience.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH-2A</td>
<td>A. Consultant’s Organization</td>
<td>10 Pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH-2B</td>
<td>B. Consultant’s Experience</td>
<td>20 Pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH-3</td>
<td>Comments or Suggestions on the Terms of Reference and on Counterpart Staff and Facilities to be provided by the Client.</td>
<td>3 Pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH-3A</td>
<td>A. On the Terms of Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH-3B</td>
<td>B. On the Counterpart Staff and Facilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH-4</td>
<td>Description of the Approach, Methodology, and Work Plan for Performing the Assignment</td>
<td>25 Pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH-5</td>
<td>Work Schedule and Planning for Deliverables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH-6</td>
<td>Team Composition, Key Experts Inputs, and attached Curriculum Vitae (CV)</td>
<td>5 Pages Per CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annexure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ Proposal</td>
<td>Pre-Qualification Proposal should be submitted as a part of the Technical Proposal covering the PQ requirements as specified in this RFP.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FORM TECH-1

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL SUBMISSION FORM

[Location, Date]

To: [Name and address of Client]

Dear Sirs:

We, the undersigned, offer to provide the Consultancy Services for Developing an Eco-Restoration Plan for Eight Lakes identified in ABD Area under Smart City Proposal in accordance with your Request for Proposals dated [Insert Date] and our Proposal. We are hereby submitting our Proposal, which includes this Technical Proposal and a Financial Proposal sealed in a separate envelope.

We hereby declare that:

(a) All the information and statements made in this Proposal are true and we accept that any misinterpretation or misrepresentation contained in this Proposal may lead to our disqualification by the Client.

(b) Our Proposal shall be valid and remain binding upon us for the period of time specified in the Data Sheet, Clause 12.1.

(c) We meet the eligibility requirements as stated in ITC 6, and we confirm our understanding of our obligation to abide by the Client’s policy in regard to corrupt and fraudulent practices as per ITC 5.

(d) In competing for (and, if the award is made to us, in executing) the Contract, we undertake to observe the laws against fraud and corruption, including bribery, in force in the country of the Client.

(e) Except as stated in the Data Sheet, Clause 12.1, we undertake to negotiate a Contract on the basis of the proposed Key Experts. We accept that the substitution of Key Experts for reasons other than those stated in ITC Clause 12 and ITC Clause 28.4 may lead to the termination of Contract negotiations.

(f) Our Proposal is binding upon us and subject to any modifications resulting from the Contract negotiations.

We undertake, if our Proposal is accepted and the Contract is signed, to initiate the Services related to the assignment no later than the date indicated in Clause 30.2 of the Data Sheet.

We understand that the Client is not bound to accept any Proposal that the Client receives.

We remain,
Yours sincerely,

Authorized Signature [In full and initials]: ________________________________
Name and Title of Signatory: ____________________________________________
Name of Consultant: ____________________________________________________
In the capacity of: ______________________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________________
Contact information (phone and e-mail): ________________________________
28. **FORM TECH-2**

**CONSULTANT’S ORGANIZATION AND EXPERIENCE**

Form TECH-2: a brief description of the Consultant’s organization and an outline of the recent experience of the Consultant that is most relevant to the assignment. For each assignment, the outline should indicate the names of the Consultant’s Key Experts and Sub-consultants who participated, the duration of the assignment, the contract amount, and the Consultant’s role/involvement.

**A - Consultant’s Organization**

1. Provide here a brief description of the background and organization of your company
2. Include organizational chart, a list of Board of Directors, and beneficial ownership

**B - Consultant’s Experience**

1. List only previous similar assignments successfully completed or awarded in the last 10 years.
2. Please list a maximum of 10 such assignments.
3. List only those assignments for which the Consultant was legally contracted by the Client as a company. Assignments completed by the Consultant’s individual experts working privately or through other consulting firms cannot be claimed as the relevant experience of the Consultant, or that of the Consultant’s partners or sub-consultants, but can be claimed by the Experts themselves in their CVs. The Consultant should be prepared to substantiate the claimed experience by presenting copies of relevant documents and references if so requested by the Client.
Details of Contracts of Similar Nature and Complexity

Use a separate sheet for each contract.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Bidder :</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Citation #:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Number of contract
   
Name of contract
   
Country

2. Name of Purchaser

3. Purchaser address

4. Nature of Assignment and special features relevant to the contract for which the Bidding Documents are issued

5. Contract role (check one)
   - Prime Supplier
   - Management Contractor
   - Subcontractor

6. Amount of the total contract/subcontract/partner share (in specified currencies at completion, or at date of award for current contracts)

   |   |   |
   |---|---|---|
   | Currency | Currency | Currency |

7. Equivalent amount INR
   - Total contract: INR_______
   - Subcontract: INR_______
   - Partner share: INR_______

8. Date of award/completion

9. Contract was completed _____ months ahead/behind original schedule (if behind, provide explanation).

10. Contract was completed US$ _________ equivalent under/over original contract amount (if over, provide explanation).

11. Special contractual/technical requirements.

12. Indicate the approximate per cent of total contract value.
FORM TECH-3 (FOR FULL TECHNICAL PROPOSAL)

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS ON THE TERMS OF REFERENCE, COUNTERPART STAFF, AND FACILITIES TO BE PROVIDED BY THE CLIENT

Form TECH-3: comments and suggestions on the Terms of Reference that could improve the quality/effectiveness of the assignment; and on requirements for counterpart staff and facilities, which are provided by the Client, including: administrative support, office space, local transportation, equipment, data, etc.

A - On the Terms of Reference

{improvements to the Terms of Reference, if any}

B - On Counterpart Staff and Facilities

{comments on counterpart staff and facilities to be provided by the Client. For example, administrative support, office space, local transportation, equipment, data, background reports, etc., if any}
FORM TECH-4 (FOR FULL TECHNICAL PROPOSAL ONLY)

DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH, METHODOLOGY, AND WORK PLAN IN RESPONDING TO THE TERMS OF REFERENCE

Form TECH-4: a description of the approach, methodology and work plan for performing the assignment, including a detailed description of the proposed methodology and staffing for training, if the Terms of Reference specify training as a specific component of the assignment.

{Suggested structure of your Technical Proposal (in FTP format):

a) Technical Approach and Methodology
b) Work Plan
c) Organization and Staffing}

a) Technical Approach and Methodology. {Please explain your understanding of the objectives of the assignment as outlined in the Terms of Reference (TORs), the technical approach, and the methodology you would adopt for implementing the tasks to deliver the expected output(s), and the degree of detail of such output. Please do not repeat/copy the TORs in here.}

b) Work Plan. {Please outline the plan for the implementation of the main activities/tasks of the assignment, their content and duration, phasing and interrelations, milestones (including interim approvals by the Client), and tentative delivery dates of the reports. The proposed work plan should be consistent with the technical approach and methodology, showing your understanding of the TOR and ability to translate them into a feasible working plan. A list of the final documents (including reports) to be delivered as final output(s) should be included here. The work plan should be consistent with the Work Schedule Form.}

c) Organization and Staffing. {Please describe the structure and composition of your team, including the list of the Key Experts, Non-Key Experts and relevant technical and administrative support staff.}
### FORM TECH-5

**WORK SCHEDULE AND PLANNING FOR DELIVERABLES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nº</th>
<th>Deliverables ¹ (D-..)</th>
<th>Months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-1</td>
<td>{e.g., Deliverable #1: Report A}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) data collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) drafting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) inception report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) incorporating comments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) .................................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6) delivery of final report to Client</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-2</td>
<td>{e.g., Deliverable #2:..........}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ List the deliverables with the breakdown for activities required to produce them and other benchmarks such as the Client’s approvals. For phased assignments, indicate the activities, delivery of reports, and benchmarks separately for each phase.

² Duration of activities shall be indicated in a form of a bar chart.

³ Include a legend, if necessary, to help read the chart.
# FORM TECH-6

## TEAM COMPOSITION, ASSIGNMENT, AND KEY EXPERTS’ INPUTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N°</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Expert’s input (in person/month) per each Deliverable (listed in TECH-5)</th>
<th>Total time-input (in Months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>D-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEY EXPERTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-1</td>
<td>{e.g., Mr. Abbbb}</td>
<td>[Team Leader]</td>
<td>[Home]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Field]</td>
<td>[Home]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.5 m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtotal

| **NON-KEY EXPERTS** | | | | | | | | | | | |
| N-1 |                  |                |        |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |
| N-2 |                  |                |        |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |
| n   |                  |                |        |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |

Subtotal

Total

---

1. For Key Experts, the input should be indicated individually for the same positions as required under the Data Sheet ITC21.1.
2. Months are counted from the start of the assignment/mobilization. One (1) month equals twenty two (22) working (billable) days. One working (billable) day shall be not less than eight (8) working (billable) hours.
3. “Home” means work in the office in the expert’s country of residence. “Field” work means work carried out in the Client’s country or any other country outside the expert’s country of residence.

---

*Note:* The table is not fully filled out.
### CURRICULUM VITAE (CV)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position Title and No.</th>
<th>{e.g., K-1, TEAM LEADER}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name of Expert:</td>
<td>{Insert full name}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Birth:</td>
<td>{day/month/year}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country of Citizenship/Residence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Education:** {List college/university or other specialized education, giving names of educational institutions, dates attended, degree(s)/diploma(s) obtained}

**Employment record relevant to the assignment:** {Starting with present position, list in reverse order. Please provide dates, name of employing organization, titles of positions held, types of activities performed and location of the assignment, and contact information of previous clients and employing organization(s) who can be contacted for references. Past employment that is not relevant to the assignment does not need to be included.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Employing organization and your title/position. Contact information for references</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Summary of activities performed relevant to the Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[e.g., May 2005-p resent]</td>
<td>[e.g., Ministry of ……, advisor/consultant to… For references: Tel…………/e-mail…….; Mr. Hbbbb, deputy minister]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Membership in Professional Associations and Publications:**

**Language Skills (indicate only languages in which you can work):** ______________
Adequacy for the Assignment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detailed Tasks Assigned on Consultant’s Team of Experts</th>
<th>Reference to Prior Work/Assignments that Best Illustrates Capability to Handle the Assigned Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(List all deliverables/tasks as in TECH-5 in which the Expert will be involved)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Expert’s contact information:** (e-mail…………………., phone……………)

Certification:
I, the undersigned, certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief, this CV correctly describes myself, my qualifications, and my experience, and I am available to undertake the assignment in case of an award. I understand that any misstatement or misrepresentation described herein may lead to my disqualification or dismissal by the Client, and/or sanctions by the Client.

{day/month/year}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Expert</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

{day/month/year}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of authorized Representative of the Consultant (The same who signs the Proposal)</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

{day/month/year}
Section 4. Financial Proposal - Standard Forms

[Notes to Consultant shown in brackets {  } provide guidance to the Consultant to prepare the Financial Proposals; they should not appear on the Financial Proposals to be submitted.]

Financial Proposal Standard Forms shall be used for the preparation of the Financial Proposal according to the instructions provided in Section 2.

FIN-1 Financial Proposal Submission Form
FIN-2 Summary of Costs
FIN-3 Breakdown of Remuneration, including Appendix A “Financial Negotiations - Breakdown of Remuneration Rates” in the case of QBS method
FIN-4 Reimbursable expenses
FORM FIN-1
FINANCIAL PROPOSAL SUBMISSION FORM (PACKAGE ....)

{Location, Date}

To: [Name and address of Client]

Dear Sirs:

We, the undersigned, offer to provide the consulting services for [Insert title of assignment and package No] in accordance with your Request for Proposal dated [Insert Date] and our Technical Proposal.

Our attached Financial Proposal is for the amount of {Indicate the corresponding to the amount(s) currency(ies)} {Insert amount(s) in words and figures}, [Insert “including” or “excluding”] of all indirect local taxes in accordance with Clause 25.1 in the Data Sheet. The estimated amount of local indirect taxes is {Insert currency} {Insert amount in words and figures} which shall be confirmed or adjusted, if needed, during negotiations. {Please note that all amounts shall be the same as in Form FIN-2}.

Our Financial Proposal shall be binding upon us subject to the modifications resulting from Contract negotiations, up to expiration of the validity period of the Proposal, i.e. before the date indicated in Clause 12.1 of the Data Sheet.

Commissions and gratuities paid or to be paid by us to an agent or any third party relating to preparation or submission of this Proposal and Contract execution, paid if we are awarded the Contract, are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Address of Agents</th>
<th>Amount and Currency</th>
<th>Purpose of Commission or Gratuity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

{If no payments are made or promised, add the following statement: “No commissions or gratuities have been or are to be paid by us to agents or any third party relating to this Proposal and Contract execution.”}

We understand you are not bound to accept any Proposal you receive.

We remain,

Yours sincerely,

Authorized Signature {In full and initials}: ______________________
Name and Title of Signatory: ______________________
In the capacity of: ______________________
Address: ______________________
E-mail: ______________________
## FORM FIN-2 SUMMARY OF COSTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Consultant must state the proposed Costs in accordance with Clause 16.4 of the Data Sheet; delete columns which are not used]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indian Rupees only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cost of the Financial Proposal

Including:

1. **(1) Remuneration**

### Total Cost of the Financial Proposal:

[Should match the amount in Form FIN-1]

### Indirect Local Tax Estimates – to be discussed and finalized at the negotiations if the Contract is awarded

(i) **Service Tax in India**

(ii) **(insert type of tax e.g., VAT or sales tax)**

(iii) **{e.g., income tax on non-resident experts}**

### Total Estimate for Indirect Local Tax:

---

Footnote: Payments will be made in the currency(ies) expressed above (Reference to ITC 16.4).
## FIN-3 Breakdown of Remuneration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Positions</th>
<th>Person Months</th>
<th>Per Month Rate (INR)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E = C X D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Project Leader</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Infrastructure Specialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hydraulics Specialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Urban Transportation Planner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Environmental specialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Landscape Specialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tourism Expert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Finance Specialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## FORM FIN-4 BREAKDOWN OF REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Total Amount (Inclusive of Tax)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section 5. Eligible Countries

In reference to ITC6.3.2, for the information of Consultants, at the present time firms, goods and services from the following countries are excluded from this selection:

Under the ITC 6.3.2 (a): None

Under the ITC 6.3.2 (b): None
Section 6. Policy – Corrupt and Fraudulent Practices

“Fraud and Corruption

It is a requirement that consultants, and their agents (whether declared or not), sub-contractors, sub-consultants, service providers, or suppliers, and any personnel thereof, observe the highest standard of ethics during the selection and execution of contracts. In pursuance of this policy, the Client:

(a) defines, for the purposes of this provision, the terms set forth below as follows:

(i) “corrupt practice” is the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting, directly or indirectly, of anything of value to influence improperly the actions of another party;

(ii) “fraudulent practice” is any act or omission, including misrepresentation, that knowingly or recklessly misleads, or attempts to mislead, a party to obtain financial or other benefit or to avoid an obligation;

(iii) “collusive practices” is an arrangement between two or more parties designed to achieve an improper purpose, including to influence improperly the actions of another party;

(iv) “coercive practices” is impairing or harming, or threatening to impair or harm, directly or indirectly, any party or the property of the party to influence improperly the actions of a party;

(v) “obstructive practice” is

(aa) deliberately destroying, falsifying, altering, or concealing of evidence material to the investigation or making false statements to investigators in order to materially impede a Client investigation into allegations of a corrupt, fraudulent, coercive, or collusive practice; and/or threatening, harassing, or intimidating any party to prevent it from disclosing its knowledge of matters relevant to the investigation or from pursuing the investigation, or

(bb) acts intended to materially impede the exercise of the Client’s inspection and audit rights;

(b) will reject a proposal for award if it determines that the consultant recommended for award or any of its personnel, or its agents, or its sub-consultants, sub-contractors, services providers, suppliers, and/or their employees, has, directly or indirectly, engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, coercive, or obstructive practices in competing for the contract in question;

(c) will sanction a firm or an individual at any time, in accordance with prevailing procedures, including by publicly declaring such firm or an ineligible, either indefinitely or for a stated period of time: (i) to be awarded a contract, and (ii) to be a nominated sub-consultant, supplier, or service provider of an otherwise eligible firm being awarded a contract.

1For the purpose of this sub-paragraph, “party” refers to a participant in the selection process or contract execution.
Section 7. Terms of Reference

Consulting Services for Developing Eco-Restoration Plan for Eight Lakes identified under Coimbatore Smart City Proposal

Coimbatore, known as ´The Manchester of South India´ is the head-quarters of Coimbatore district. It is the second largest city in Tamil Nadu and is located at a distance of 500 km. from Chennai. It houses numerous textile mills and small scale engineering units; and is also emerging as a hub of software industries. Historical reference of Coimbatore city dates back to 1200 AD. Ruled by Chera rulers, the city was developed as strategic town during the Nayakas rule of Madurai. In the year 1866, Coimbatore was constituted as a Municipal Town with an area of 10.88 sq.kms, and in the same year, the Madras-Podanur rail link passing through Erode was opened thus improving its connectivity to the region. The Coimbatore Corporation was upgraded from special grade Municipality to Corporation in the year 1981 and spreads over an area of 105.60 sq.kms.

The city is traversed, in the middle, by the river Noyyal rising from the Vellingiri hills on the West. It is surrounded by the Nilgiris, a rich tea producing hinterland in the North; Pollachi, and the receiving center for forest production in the South; and the Cochin Harbor in the Southwest. The Municipal towns of Mettupalayam, Pollachi and Tirupur are within a radius of 40 km. from Coimbatore. The climatic condition is moderate and the weather is uniformly salubrious owing to its proximity to the continuous stretch of hills covered with thick forests and the cool breeze blowing through the Palghat gap during the monsoon. The average maximum and minimum temperatures are 39.6°C and 17.3°C, respectively. The average rainfall per annum is 495 mm.

During the Kongu Chola’s regime in 8th and 9th centuries there were 30 lakes/ponds constructed in the watershed expanse of the Noyyal river basin. The nature of the river to get flooded downstream near the Noyyal village and otherwise scanty rainfall typical of this region caused the Chola kings to create this ingenious system of lakes and anicuts. This interconnected system of lakes, their canals and rivulets with the River Noyyal formed an active flood buffer— festooning the course of the river to contain and channelize the fury of the monsoon — as well as also to aided in the recharge of groundwater. This system, further helped improve the agricultural wealth of this region — about 20,000 acre of agricultural land was directly irrigated through this system. Over the years these wetlands have played an important part in development of human history and environment in the region. Over the period of time, these lakes/ponds came to house a lot many species of birds, fish and other life forms in pristine glory. However, in the recent years many of these lakes got filled up. Currently, in the Noyyal river basin there are 24 lakes in Coimbatore.
Coimbatore district has been ranked lowest in terms of number of wetlands in Tamil Nadu. Most of the wetlands in Coimbatore are under severe anthropogenic pressure and threat. Ahmedabad based Space Application Centre (SAC) which is a part of Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) in its National Wetlands Atlas has pointed out Tamil Nadu as wetland rich state since it has 6.92% of geographical areas under wetlands. However, Coimbatore in spite of its network of lakes has 1.08% only. The network of manmade wetlands in Coimbatore is its lifeline. The city has grown around them. Although the wetlands were constructed 1200 years ago, for over 800 years these wetlands served well to both mankind and environment for flood control and irrigational purpose. However, they are now being treated as dump yards and wastelands for the city’s sewage and garbage. On one hand while Coimbatore is emerging as a prosperous city in Tamil Nadu — as one of its first selected Smart Cities, its lakes are dying.

**Project Background**

The project envisages to inventories the natural resources of Coimbatore’s ABD region, investigate the conditions resulting in the deterioration of the same including the current land use patterns and identify interventions that will facilitate sustainable and vibrant future development of its resources and its influence area (500m either side). Hence under the Smart Cities Mission programme, Coimbatore City Municipal Corporation has proposed the initiative of eco-restoration of 8 lakes in the city, and therefore they intend to develop a Master Plan and a Detailed Project Report for Eight Lakes and connecting canals, with accessible mobility corridors Identified under ABD Area of Coimbatore Smart City.

**Objective of the Project**

- Redevelop and restore the Eight Lakes Identified under ABD Area of Coimbatore Smart City.
- Revitalise the lakes and surrounding areas of approximately 869 acre into active and vibrant neighbourhoods with recreational facilities that are environmentally sustainable.
- Improve access to the lakes from the surrounding neighbourhoods by providing safe and convenient mobility corridors for all users including pedestrians and cyclists.
- Protect and enhance bio-diversity in the region.
- Explore possibilities for developing tourism in the region with possibilities for commercial development in the project area.

**Scope of Work:**

The consultant shall include but not limited to the following scope of work:

a) **Feasibility Study** – The consultants shall perform a feasibility study which will include the following
i. Detailed Site Investigation and Surveys
ii. Water Management Plan
iii. Biodiversity Assessment
iv. Flora and Fauna habitat mapping
v. Traffic Plan
vi. Assessment of land use network
vii. Assessment of Environmental and Social issues
viii. Stakeholder consultations
ix. Others

b) The feasibility study should result in the production of master plan for ABD area with geocoding.

c) The feasibility study shall be disseminated to the stakeholders at various stages as mentioned in the outputs of this TOR.

a) Land use classification / pattern in and around the lake area shall be developed in accordance with the existing law.

b) Based on the feasibility study and master plan, the consultant shall prepare detailed project reports, bill of quantities with cost estimates, and ‘working’ drawings.

c) A sustainable revenue model with at least three options has to be developed and suggested by the consultant for the maintenance of the assets on regular day-to-day basis.

d) A tenderable bid document has to be prepared following Tenders Transparency Act, followed by the Government of Tamil Nadu

5. Detailed Tasks to be performed:

The following tasks are to be performed by the consultant:

Feasibility study and Master Plan for Eight Lakes and Connecting Canals, with Accessible Mobility Corridors

5.1. Inception report

5.1.1. Review of existing reports

At the commencement of the project the Consultant are recommended to collect and review all relevant reports, with particular attention to DPR of 8 lakes, Smart City Proposal, City Development Plan (CDP), Master Plan, Comprehensive Mobility Plans, City Corporate plans, policy initiatives and guidance, as well as any other plans related to the study area listed in Annex 1. Relevant state and city departments such as Coimbatore City Municipal Corporation
(CCMC) and Public works department can assist with secondary data collection. Based on this information, the Consultant will prepare a brief profile of the planning area including (not limited to):

- Location
- Demographic information of study area
- Major linkages communicating through the study area
- Socio-economic data; and
- Environmental assets, such as natural conservation areas, heritage areas and parks or open spaces.

The Consultant will indicate the spatial distribution of economic activities, important generators of travel demand (e.g. large hospitals, government offices, schools, universities, shopping areas, and recreational spaces).

The Consultant will compile spatial information on plans for other related projects such as existing, planned, and proposed cycling networks, pedestrian networks, and pedestrian zones to understand how they would complement this project. In addition, information on underground utility networks as per information available with CCMC also should be compiled. This information should be mapped using a GIS platform.

Further, the Consultant will study and provide the best practice examples of lakefront, riverfront/waterfront development highlighting key system features, design and integration with NMT network.

5.1.2. Description of the site

As part of the Smart city proposal, Coimbatore Smart City Limited (CSCL) has identified 8 lakes and interconnecting canals, with accessible mobility corridors as the city’s Area based development. Detailed information on the study area is available in Annex 1. For each lake as listed in Annex 1, the Consultant will define the Immediate Study Area consisting of all areas within a 500 m buffer on either side of the lakes and river canal.

The consultants will conduct a detailed study of the project area including study on the existing condition of the lake, its influential area and surroundings, and analyze the land use pattern, location of various infrastructure such as Storm water drains, sewerage outfalls, roads, water supply and for other existing physical infrastructure. Consultants shall also collect the details on the slums, encroachments, religious and heritage structures abutting the lake and also facilities available for disposal of waste, etc., Tourism related information such as usage of the place, tourist potential of the city shall also be analyzed.
All natural drains, rivers, canals, streets, gardens, and public spaces in the Broad Study Area should be mapped in GIS based on satellite photos/aerial photographs.

Map of the Immediate Study Areas for the 8 lakes and mobility corridors along the canals, listed in Annex 1 will be presented in the inception report with all relevant information and data collected from relevant reports (see Step 1).

The Consultant will also present plans for data collection including primary survey formats and proposed locations for all surveys in this TOR. The client must approve the Inception report before the Consultant proceeds to next step within 7 days.

### 5.2. Interim report

The Consultant will prepare an Interim report for the study area to include results from primary surveys, assessment of existing hydraulics, land development, environmental and social impact analysis, project viability and draft conceptual plan.

The Consultant will carry out the following surveys (but not limited to) to compile information on adjacent areas for informing the feasibility of lakefront development along the 8 lakes and NMT network along the lakes and canals:

- Reconnaissance survey: existing land uses, activities, flora and fauna and transport network
- Topographic Survey of physical features of the lakes, river, bridges and adjacent area
- Survey and analysis of slums/housing along the lakes and riverbank
- Survey of SW /Industrial liquid waste outfalls and options for preventing the discharge of sewage into river

All data should be recorded using the GIS platform or other equivalent software.

The surveys are detailed out below:

#### 5.2.1. Surveys and Investigations

##### 5.2.1.1. Survey of the lake

The Consultant shall conduct necessary geographical surveys to inform the preparation of conceptual plans. The surveys must cover the entire Immediate Study Area. Drawings in GIS have to be prepared to show the following morphometric details of each lake.

2 The morphometric details shall contain the following:
- Catchments area
- Maximum water spread area of the lake
- Shoreline length
While acquiring the data, the Consultant should maintain high accuracy standards. The final survey drawings should satisfy the following requirements: each map should be geo-referenced with latitude, longitude, and height coordinates so that it can be combined with other maps on a GIS platform. Each element should be in a separate layer.

- Boundary survey of the lakes demarcating the overall lakes boundary, outside the lakes bunds and also the water spread areas as on the date of survey.
- Levels of all features in and around the lake
- Total length of shoreline along Full Tank Level (FTL) with reference to the top level of the surplus weir.
- Total area of the lake falling within the FTL.
- The LS of the lake bund showing the top width, bottom width all along the length of main tank bund, and ring bunds around the lake. Cross sections at every 50 m intervals of the LS and levels at 1 m interval along the slopes of bund upto 10 m from the bottom edge of the slope.
- Bed levels of the lake at gridlines along north-south and east-west at 50 m spacing to cover the entire lake bed and also to a distance of 100 m around the lake outside the bund of the lake giving ground levels at every 15 m interval along the gridlines.
- Existing Surplus weir and its cross section details such as top width, bottom width, top level, bottom level, length, condition and cross section at every 5 m distance with levels at 0.5 m intervals up to 10 m on either side along the alignment of the weir has to be shown in a drawing.
- Conducting all primary surveys for lake such as Engineering and topographic survey, lake Bathymetric survey, Water, Waste Water and sediment quality assessment etc.
- Carry out the lake water budgeting and nutrient budgeting for better lake recharging and abetment of nutrients enrichment.
- Identify Catchment area as planning area (‘Project area’) for all lake and get it approved by CMC. Carry out requisite site studies of lake to examine the existing facilities like access, utilities, services, water quality, existing plantation, aquatic life and study the eco system of the lake, geo hydrological study of the catchment area for deriving the water contours and aquifer recharge capacity and prepare CAT plan for the same.

- Average depth and maximum depth
- Full Tank level (FTL)
- Maximum water level
- Main tank bund level
- Volume of the lake at FTL
- Length of the overflow weir
- Maximum flood discharge
- Supply channels
- Reverse level (RL) at every 25m intervals, depth of each lake at every 1-2m, vertical and horizontal survey grid, ground spot levels, type of lining (e.g. sand, concrete, rocks, etc.)
- Surveying and mapping all existing storm water and sewage inlet and outlet drains (including drainage outfalls) of the lake indicating the width of channels as existing to a distance of 500 m from the lake along the upstream and downstream of the inlet and outlet channels. Cross sections of these channels (both inlet and outlet channels) have to be surveyed at every 25 m interval indicating levels at every 1m up to the total width of the channel extending up to 5 m on either side of the channel.
- The full storage capacity of the lake shall be computed taking into consideration the survey data.
- A lake plan drawing has to be prepared showing all the above details at appropriate size.
- Consultants shall establish permanent benchmarks in atheist at 20 locations as per standard at selected locations.
- Entire street network within the Immediate Study area will be surveyed. Main roads, sub roads, and service lanes, as applicable will be surveyed including: right-of-way at every 15m interval; carriageway at every 15m interval; differentiating between paved and unpaved areas;
- existing bituminous/concrete portion width; medians / bollards / permanent barricades; footpaths/pathways including all kerbs, height and level differences (at 15 m intervals); intersection elements such as pedestrian islands, landscaped areas, etc; sign boards / markings and signals; compound walls and each access point/gate, front facade of existing buildings/structures; parking locations; intersecting street up to a distance of 50 m; bus shelters; as well as roundabouts, culverts, bridges, and flyovers/grade separators.
- All buildings footprints, and other structures located within the Immediate Study area indicating ground levels at every 10 m interval and plinth of each building/structure falling in the area shall be shown in the plan of the lake. All utility poles(light pole, telephone pole,etc), electricity boxes, service lines, cable ducts, overhead HT lines, transformer, trees (indicated in two categories: above and below 30cm of main trunk circumference), compound walls, fences, manholes, drains (covered and uncovered), difference in levels wherever it occurs, and any other land marks or salient details, etc., located within the Immediate Study area are to be recorded and shown in the plan. Bridges if any, including alignment, pier positions and dimensions with lower and upper heights will be included.

The consultant should ensure that the mobility corridors connect the different lakes, waterways and other streets. The project should provide/improve NMT connections and the mobility benefits of the green corridor. It should also demonstrate the other cleaning up mechanisms so
that the dirty water does not mix with the clean treated water and same needs to be proposed downstream along with Water Treatment Consultant.

5.2.1.2. Bathymetry survey

The bathymetric map of the lake has to be prepared showing the depth of the lake at different points by means of contour lines drawn for every 1 m difference in elevation. The map must be prepared based on bed levels taken at several points of the lake and not extrapolated from a few spot levels. The spot levels at intersections of 15 m grids have to be factually read and marked on the plan of the lake.

5.2.1.3. Survey of Storm water outfalls and options for preventing the discharge of sewage into river

The consultant shall study the point sources and nonpoint sources of pollution affecting water quality. The consultant shall study on various activities including dairies, agriculture, sewage systems, motor garages, cattle wallowing, open area defecation, carcass dumping, and indiscriminate dumping of garbage. The Consultant should carry out soil and groundwater tests in the waterway before completion and after one year of completion shall help determine the soil remediation treatment if needed to create bio-detention and retention facilities.

The consultant shall map the entire drainage network within the Immediate Study area and its relation to the city’s overall drainage plan to identify the different catchment areas being drained out through different drains. The study of the project specific drain would need a study of the respective catchment area in order to include a storm water plan that looks at opportunities to slow, spread, and soak the storm water.

The consultant from the detail survey should identify the number of sewage & storm water outfalls directly into the waterway. The consultant should also be able to get the quantity and quality tests done, which will help in suggesting mechanisms to either pipe the sewage water and connect it to main drain or treat it naturally on site through bioremediation techniques.

5.2.1.4. Study of lake hydraulic feasibility

As part of topographic survey, the consultant should include land area of 250 metres on both sides of the lake or waterway so as to record for levels, vegetation, structures, services, any surface flows etc. Further the consultant shall study the water flow patterns, including flooding events and records. The consultant should determine water flow capacity of the existing waterway and identify bottlenecks that lead to flooding. The study should involve describing the existing profile of lakes and waterways, slope analysis and levels analysis of adjacent area
till 250 metres on both sides to understand the low-lying areas and suggest the flood prevention techniques for flood mitigation. The study should also discuss issues pertaining to water retention and examine options for replenishing water losses due to evaporation, and seepage.

5.2.1.5. Study of various options for retaining water in lakes

The Consultants shall identify and study the existing techniques used in the construction of embankment, describe the extent of land reclamation, quantum of earth-filled required, various options for constructing the embankments and design of diaphragm wall. The Consultant should also do a comparative analysis of available techniques including costs for building embankments, and suggest suitable one for the study area.

5.2.1.6. Survey of land use, activities and transport network

The Consultant will carry out a land use survey for every building in the Immediate Study Area. In cases where the ground floor use is different from that of rest of the floors, the surveyors should make a note. The following information shall be captured:

- Existing and proposed surrounding land use patterns and their relationship to the project site
- Existing land ownership patterns
- Existing and proposed density patterns
- Recent zoning approvals
- Important activity generators, such as shopping areas, theatres, housing developments, and parks, should be identified.
- Information on dead spaces with little activity to be captured
- Survey of street vending and related activities
  - Type of vending and the physical typology of the vending structure
  - Location and characteristics of each vendor
  - Social gathering spaces and other activities found in the public ROW in the study area
- Mapping of all publicly accessible streets and paths in the Broad Study Area.
- Mapping of existing right-of-way for all publicly accessible streets
- Mapping of public transport facilities, including bus stops, bus terminals, and railway stations within the Broad Study Area.
- Survey of slum locations

5.2.1.7. Survey and analysis of slums/housing/encroachments along the lakes and riverbank

In association with Coimbatore City Municipal Corporation, the Consultant will conduct a survey to collect required information on location, type of housing and structure type in each slum along the lakes, waterways and along the streets (if any) including socio-economic profile. The Consultant should also capture information on all illegal structures and other
encroachments in the Immediate Study Area along with the number of houses that will be affected.

Additional surveys

The client will provide soil surveys and test reports, geological data, and data regarding water quality and pollution, air quality, river flows etc. as required by procuring the relevant information from other agencies or government departments which is available with them. If any new survey is required, the cost will have to be born by the Consultant.

5.2.2. Ecological assessments

5.2.2.1. Bio-diversity assessment
The consultants shall assess the pristine ecological status of the area based on the past / historical data, and then establish the current ecological status. The consultants shall define the mitigative measures to minimize impact of anthropogenic activities.

5.2.2.2. Flora and Fauna Habitat Mapping
Examining the existing flora and fauna in the area, contrasting this to the indigenous situation and then developing a schedule of preservation, planting and reintroduction of species to recreate the original ecosystem.

5.2.3. Environmental and social screening and analysis

The Consultant will prepare Environmental and Social Impact Assessment Reports in line with the Environmental and Social Framework (ESF) of the Tamil Nadu Urban Infrastructure Financial Services Limited as well World Bank norms.

5.2.3.1. Environmental impact assessment:
The Environmental Assessment Report will identify impacts of the proposed eight lakes redevelopment along with accessible mobility corridors along the connecting canalson local air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. The Report will also examine additional environmental impacts during construction and operations. The assessment among other aspects will include detailed study of the existing environmental conditions, identifying suitable flora for various pockets in consideration with the proposed plan, soil suitability, etc.

5.2.3.2. Social impact assessment:
The Social Assessment Report will include a screening for social impacts, especially those that will benefit vulnerable populations, including women and low-income users. This analysis
should highlight impacts such as changes in travel time, expenditures, safety, and access to services and employment.

In the case of properties that will be affected by the construction of the project, the assessment will identify type and nature of impacts and required mitigations measures as per the ESF entitlement matrix of the Tamil Nadu Urban Infrastructure Financial Services Limited. It will outline a process for public consultation with the identified projected affected persons, public disclosure, implementation arrangements, and mechanisms for land acquisition, resettlement, and rehabilitation. The Consultant will prepare a Resettlement Action Plan (RAP), if applicable, that should take into account of policy provisions and entitlements available in the National Rehabilitation and Resettlement Policy of 2007. The Consultant should explore design options to minimize negative social impacts.

5.2.4. Cost benefit analysis

The Consultant will conduct a cost-benefit comparing the expected cost of system to the total expected benefits, which are expected to include the following:

Evaluate the costs and benefits of the different options, in particular with respect to affordability, likelihood of attracting passengers from other modes and level of government (or business community) subsidy (if any) required, and government payments for fares discounted for social reasons, and recommendations on a preferred option.

The Feasibility study shall indicate the following minimum required benefits and completed with the list of all benefits:

- Reduction injuries, loss of life, and economic productivity due to improved road safety along the mobility corridors.
- Impact of system on environmental quality and quantifiable public health benefits.
- Recharge of the groundwater aquifers of the city
- Strengthening of the Transportation network of the city
- Elimination of flood hazard; flood management
- Recreational spaces, activity nodes
- Beautification
- Efficient use of road space
- Reduction in pollution
The consultants have to provide detailed information of the surveys undertaken and provide the survey results as hard / soft copies to CSCL.

5.3. Master plan

5.3.1. Conceptual master plan — Designs
The consultant will develop Master plan — integrated development — for the Immediate Study Area including Eight Lakes and connecting canals, with accessible mobility corridors. The focus will be to restore the lakes to pristine health, reinforce its flood management capacity and create life-spaces (About 925 acres with natural lake-front habitats with recreational, educational and aquatic facilities). The consultant should come out with a design, where water is retained in the lake throughout the year. Options can be given by the consultant to retain water and maintain levels in the lake. The consultants should develop a conceptual landscape and architectural design incorporating all the design elements contemplated in the project. It shall be cohesive and have an aesthetic vision of the developed park. It is to be noted that the consultants should develop a viable design, such that the park is sustainable with least maintenance cost, and is sustainable on the strength of its design itself, such as, supplying artificial sources of water, vegetation management, etc. The consultants shall follow the GoI norms for water body development and shall prepare designs. The Consultant should prepare design to create non-motorized corridor (mobility corridors integrating all 8 lakes) with green pathways and public cycle sharing connecting vantage points in the area and connected with rest of the city. A detailed Bill of Quantities should be prepared based on the prevailing schedule of rates.

Facilities inside the protected area - The consultant shall include but is not limited to the following facilities
- A network of well-defined viewing roads should be developed if appropriate, and a strict policy against off-road driving should be enforced.
- Boardwalks, walking paths, and other interpretative trails.
- Cycling paths.
- Rest areas and picnic areas for tourists
- Boat ramps or piers for embarking on boat trips.
- Explanatory panels, signs, directions etc., without spoiling the landscape.
- Facilities for clean drinking water.
- Electricity.
- Facilities for sanitation and waste disposal.
- And other functional infrastructure

Facilities in the wider region - The consultant shall study the existing infrastructure and also identify the agencies responsible for providing adequate infrastructure like water supply, sewerage, storm water drains, municipal solid waste, power and telecom, etc. in the
surrounding area. If the tourism strategy allows for many more visitors than are currently using the area, it is important to ensure that the road network and public transportation and other infrastructure services in the surrounding area are sufficient to cope with the predicted increase in numbers.

The Consultant will map existing publicly accessible streets and paths within the Study Area. The consultant will create a map of these streets, identifying the smallest blocks surrounded by publicly accessible streets. All blocks less than 1 ha will be identified. The Consultant will identify new streets that are proposed in the Master Plan or other city plans. Based on the analysis of existing streets, the Consultant will identify locations where the mobility corridors can bridge missing links, create new connections along and perpendicular to the waterway to reduce NMT travel distances. The consultant will ensure that the NMT network proposal complements the overall transport network of the city.

The Consultant will prepare the Master plan for the study area covering the following:

- Develop vision and principles to guide the implementation framework.
- Urban design plan and guidelines.
- Land Use Map: Viability of reclaimed land for various public uses such as parks and gardens, NMT facilities, promenades, informal markets, public utilities etc. This will include the land use break ups and the estimated population load to plan for infrastructure.
- Proposals for key movement networks- access roads and roads within the project area, including pedestrian and NMT movement, inter modal transport and parking etc.
  - Pedestrian network including pedestrian paths along the mobility corridor as well as pedestrian elements on surrounding streets (i.e., wider footpaths, pedestrian zones, etc.).
  - Cycle network including cycle paths along the mobility corridor as well as cycle facilities on surrounding streets (i.e., cycle tracks, traffic calmed carriageways, etc.).
  - Inter modal transport network including public transport network, including bus routes, bus stops etc.
  - Possibility of rope car system
- Traffic Plans – Since it is proposed to be tourist attraction center, traffic and circulation plans have to be prepared with the consensus of the local traffic department, public transport agency and Corporation
- Infrastructure plan – sewerage, stormwater and water supply within the project area.
- Landscape plan and guidelines.
- Design for the lake edge-retaining walls, land reclamation plan (if any) etc
- Disaster management plan
- Provisions of the Building Bye Laws and Court decision regarding ban on construction up to 500mts from river bed / water body.

The network plans will be prepared using GIS or any Illustrative software. The Consultant will submit the Designs in hard copy and electronic format as specified by CSCL.

**Identification of stakeholders in the Project Area/ Development Process**
All the stakeholders in the project area and the development process will be identified and consulted for inputs while preparing the Conceptual/Schematic Master Plan.

**Stakeholder Consultations**
The consultants shall hold stakeholder consultations in consultation with the Corporation at two stages, viz., Inception Stage of the Master plan and DPR. The consultants shall conduct two stages stakeholders meeting for viz., the Council, the Corporation, Other Departments, General Public, NGOs, Academicians and Ecologists of Coimbatore and the neighborhood residential localities.

**5.3.2. Water Management Plan**
In the eco-restoration plan, the consultants shall address some extraneous factors that are need to be controlled to preserve the lake.

- Estimation of the pollution load discharged into the lake from:
  - Point sources of pollution
  - Non-point sources of pollution
  - Nutrients released from the lake sediment bed
  - Water quality in and around the lake
  - Algal Species present in the lake water
  - History and analysis on Rainfall data
  - Fish Species present in the lake
  - Determination of trophic state of the lake
  - The consultant shall also study the water balance of the lake relating to retention of water in the lake, examine options for replenishing water losses due to evaporation and seepage and the effects of retaining water in the lake.
  - Estimation of the storage capacity of the existing lake (and after desilting, if proposed).

**5.3.3. Environmental and Resettlement and Rehabilitation (R&R) Plan**
The plan shall provide detailed Environmental Mitigation Plan (EMP) and Resettlement and Rehabilitation (R&R) Plan. The EIA and SIA should follow the guidelines prescribed by TNUIFSL. The EMP should include measures to be adopted during various stages of project implementation and monitoring scheme, responsibilities, institutional arrangements, reporting etc. The plan shall also include all environmental clearances.

The Resettlement and Rehabilitation (R&R) shall include:
- Baseline identification of the no. of project affected persons
- Project affected economic activities
- Suggest resettlement and rehabilitation measures
To the maximum extent possible, the project should bring about a positive transformation in the lives of the people affected by the project. The disruption caused by resettlement shall be kept to the minimum. This criterion shall be used while structuring the R&R plan.

Propose an effective mode of implementing the resettlement and rehabilitation component as part of the project.

The legislative considerations (rules, laws, court orders, etc.,) for each activity involved in the plan shall be identified and listed in the assessment, along with the schedule and responsibility.

**5.3.4. Tourism Strategy**

The consultant shall include but is not limited to the following strategy

- Decide the types of activities that are acceptable (Angling, Cycling, Boating, other aquatic sports, cable car etc.,), in different zones/lakes and in different periods of the year.
- Decide on the recreational carrying capacity of the site, i.e. the number of people that the site can absorb at different times of the year.
- Strategy for parking vehicles
- Eco-mobility corridor linking vantage points with dedicated biking/walking tracks complemented with green areas/landscaping utilizing lake fronts, spaces along arterial roads, possible conversion of select streets into NMT streets and aesthetic bridges across road crossings.
- Nature spaces: Learning centres, viewing galleries and watch towers
- Open-air Amphitheaters for cultural and public events
- Sound-and-light shows on lake fronts on unique aspects of Coimbatore
- Possibility of setting up a modern state-of-art zoological park by using the vacant land area adjoining the migratory bird environs of Singanallur lake
- Develop strategies for guided tours, self-guiding tours etc.
- Decide on access fees for tourists and tour operators.
- Formulate guidelines for visitor behaviour and use.
- Formulate guidelines for tour operators.
- Any other options for tourist attraction.
- Suggest on revenue raising mechanisms

**5.3.5. Operations, Maintenance& Management Plan (OMP)**

The consultants shall prepare an O&M protocol / maintenance plan for the routine maintenance of the eco-park and also suggest institutional structures for such maintenance. The plan shall consist of-

- Organization chart for O&M
• Staffing requirements / skills
• Technology and equipment’s for O&M
• Routine / Regular / Periodical schedule of maintenance’s to be done
• Detailed annual O&M costing
• In house Vs outsourcing arrangements possible for O&M

The consultant shall formulate a management plan including

- Policy initiatives
- Waterway maintenance guidelines.
- Landscaping maintenance, including water supply, pest control, etc.
- Conservancy plan for waste collection along the lakes.
- Interaction with adjacent communities on garbage disposal methods and defecation practices to facilitate upkeep of the lakes.
- Staffing plan for management activities.

5.3.6. Implementation strategy

5.3.6.1. Financial feasibility assessment

Based on the survey results, the Consultant will assess potential rents and operating costs for retail, office and, other land uses, financing cost and terms regarding the level of financial returns for development.

The study should include the estimation of preliminary costing of infrastructure components and operational costs for each proposal. The study should identity options for potential revenue generation. It should evaluate the financial implications of proposed solutions along the Eight Lakes, connecting canals and accessible mobility corridors. The cost estimates will be updated once the detailed infrastructure designs have been completed.

The consultants shall analyze and estimate the revenue potential of the commercial projects possible in the Immediate Study Area so that it meets the project cost either partly or fully.

5.3.6.2. Phasing plan

The Consultant will identify and priorities projects in the study area taking into account certain parameters (but not limited to) such as location, development pattern, economic opportunities, design, acquisition and feasibility of the lakes and other factors. A phasing plan shall be developed for DPR preparation and implementation with expected timeline and key activities for the proposed interventions. The entire project should be divided into three phases for the DPR preparation:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Name of the Lake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td>Selvachinthamani,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Periya Kulam,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valankulam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>Narasempathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krishnampathy,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Selvampathy,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kumarasamy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Singanallur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.6.3. Financing, Institutional structure and development management

The Consultant will propose an institutional structure for implementation and management of the lake rejuvenation and development of 30 km NMT corridor through a dedicated management unit with highly qualified staff and operational independence that oversees the implementation. The Consultant will prepare detailed staffing and financial plans, options for managing implementation for the Unit.

Preparation of Detailed Project Report for Eco-restoration of Eight Lakes and Connecting Canals, with Accessible Mobility Corridors (in three phases as mentioned above)

5.4. Preparation of Detailed Project Report

On finalization and approval of the conceptual masterplan, the consultant shall prepare the Detailed Project Report, covering the detailed design for the identified project area in three phases. This shall include:

- Lakefront development plans with urban place-making.
- Design for the NMT network in the form of GADs based on the topographic survey of the identified network.
- Detailed proposal for road signage, road markings, road furniture and safety devices on the network that improves NMT usage.
- Estimation of all the components.
- Prioritizing and implementation plan for the execution of the identified short, medium and long term projects.

The deliverables for the detailed project report include regional setting; location plan; base map with revenue data, topography and existing development; sanctioned and proposed development plan proposals; proposed land use, transport network and circulation plan; infrastructure and utility plans; plan and cross sections showing urban design guidelines for each parcel of land; detailed drawings for public plazas, gardens, streets and mobility corridors, pedestrian walkways, promenades etc; city
signage system; and high quality 3D renderings of the project area from different angles, from waterfront, and from prominent areas within the project.

5.5 Preparation of Tender drawings and Tender schedule

Preparation of Bid Document

- Preparation of Implementation drawings (structural, technical etc)
- Preparation of bid documents for selection of contractor, utilizing standard bidding documents.
- Preparation of draft agreement and any other contract documents for selection of contractor and award of contractor along with the Tender Drawings.

The consultants should prepare detailed tenderable bid documents as per Tender Transparency act of GoTN, acceptable by the Corporation as well as assist the client in the Bidding Process for selection on contractor for implementation.

Deliverables and Time/ Payment Schedule

The total duration for preparation of the Feasibility study and Master Plan for Eight Lakes and Connecting Canals, with Accessible Mobility Corridors as well as Detailed Project Reports for the entire projects hall be completed in 10 months, including the time taken by the Authority in providing the requisite documents or in conveying its comments on the Draft Reports. The Consultant shall deploy its Key Personnel as per the Deployment of Personnel proposed. The following time schedule/payment schedule is proposed:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Consultancy Fee (out of 20% Total Contract value)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Time Line (4 Months)</td>
<td>15 days</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>45 days</td>
<td>60 days</td>
<td>75 days</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>120 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Consultancy Fee (out of 20% Total Contract value)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Time Line (6 Months)</td>
<td>20 days</td>
<td>45 days</td>
<td>75 days</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>120 days</td>
<td>140 days</td>
<td>180 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Consultancy Fee (out of 60% Total Contract value)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Time Line (8 Months)</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>60 days</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>120 days</td>
<td>160 days</td>
<td>190 days</td>
<td>240 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Project timeline starts from the date of Letter of Award (LoA)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Stage Report</th>
<th>No. of Copies</th>
<th>Content of Deliverable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i)</td>
<td>Inception Report</td>
<td>10 + soft copy</td>
<td>Study area definition, Preliminary site analysis, Analysis of existing plans, Description of all data collection activities to be carried out, as well as Approach and methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii)</td>
<td>Interim Report</td>
<td>10 + soft copy</td>
<td>Findings from physical survey and social survey, hydrological analysis, Draft conceptual/schematic master plan with lake restoration/ development, NMT network proposal, Stakeholder consultations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### iii) Draft Master Plan

| 10 + soft copy | Draft final conceptual/schematic master plan with lake restoration/development, NMT network proposal, water management plan, rehabilitation plan, tourism strategy, operations and maintenance plan, and implementation strategy |

### iv) Final Master Plan

| 10 + soft copy | Final Master Plan with all relevant details |

### v) Draft Detailed Project Report

| 10 + soft copy | Detailed urban and architectural design, structural implementable drawings, Bill of Quantities and Cost Estimates |

### vi) Final Detailed Project Report along with tender documents and tender drawings (structural)

| 10 + soft copy | Revised DPR along with tender drawings, Bid documents for selection of contractor, utilizing standard bidding documents. The final report shall cover all the three phase reports forming it into a consolidated Master Plan/DPR. |

### vii) Selection and Award of Contractor

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Note: processing time is the time between submission of the stage report and issue of the minutes for approval/modification of the same and would be about 30 days.

The Client will ensure that the total period for completion for the assignment does not exceed 10 months.

The consultant will not submitted the deliverable as per above table, 10% of contract value shall be imposed.

The Consultant will be required to make a presentation before the Consultancy Evaluation & Review Committee (CERC) within a week of submission of each of the above reports. The observations/suggestions of CERC will be incorporated in the next stage of submission.

The payment will become due on approval of the stage reports and on raising of bills/invoice by the consultant after the approval of the stage report. The processing time of the payment will be 60 days for final payment and 30 days for all other payments.

The consultant should provide deliverables in the format as per the requirement of CMA/ULBs/TNeGA/TUFIDCO.

### Procedure for Monitoring & Review of the Assignment and Tender Scrutiny Committee

The Consultant’s work will be monitored and reviewed by a Consultancy Evaluation and Review Committee (CERC) under the Managing Director, State Coimbatore Smart City Limited, Government of Tamil Nadu. The composition of the Committee will be as follows:

i) Managing Director, Coimbatore Smart City Limited, Chairman

ii) Representative from Commissionerate of Municipal Administration, Member

iii) Representative of Public Work Department, Member

iv) Representative from State Mission Directorate (TUFIDCO), Member

v) Representative from Director Town and Country Planning, Member
vi  Representative from Tamil Nadu Water Supply and Drainage Board  Member
vii Representative from Tamil Nadu Urban Infrastructure Financial Services Limited  Member
viii Other members as prescribed by Board/MD, CSCL  Member

The consultants shall submit each of the above-mentioned deliverables as per the schedule mentioned above. This will be followed by a presentation to the CRC within a week, wherein, the CRC members shall give their comments and suggestions in the form of feedback. Subsequently, the consultant will incorporate all such comments and suggestions in their next stage report.

6.  General
i) The details about the methodology and data outputs in respect of consultancy should be worked out in the bid offer by the consulting firm.
ii) All data collected by the Consultant shall be made available to the Client in proper organized format and this data shall remain the property of the Client.
iii) The data collected and the research results of the Consultancy shall not be divulged to other agencies without the explicit approval of the Client.
iv) All reports should be submitted in hard and soft copy. Reports should be in Microsoft Word format, maps and drawings should be in the compatible format of GIS facilities available with the Client.
Consultant’s Services
Time-Based
CONTRACT FOR CONSULTANT’S SERVICES
Time-Based

Project Name: Consultancy Services for Developing Eco-Restoration Plan for Eight Lakes identified under Coimbatore Smart City Proposal

Contract No.____________________________

between

The Managing Director
Coimbatore Corporation
Coimbatore -641 001

and

[Name of the Consultant]

Dated: ____________________________
I. Form of Contract

TIME-BASED

This CONTRACT (hereinafter called the “Contract”) is made the [number] day of the month of [month], [year], between, on the one hand, Coimbatore Smart City Limited, Tamil Nadu (hereinafter called the “Client”) and, on the other hand, [name of Consultant] (hereinafter called the “Consultant”).

WHEREAS

(a) the Client has requested the Consultant to provide certain consulting services as defined in this Contract (hereinafter called the “Services”);

(b) the Consultant, having represented to the Client that it has the required professional skills, expertise and technical resources, has agreed to provide the Services on the terms and conditions set forth in this Contract;

(c) the Client has applied for a grant from the Government of India under Smart City towards for Coimbatore toward the cost of the Services and intends to apply a portion of the proceeds of this to eligible payments under this Contract.

NOW THEREFORE the parties hereto hereby agree as follows:

1. The following documents attached hereto shall be deemed to form an integral part of this Contract:

   (a) The General Conditions of Contract;
   (b) The Special Conditions of Contract;
   (c) Appendices:

   Appendix A: Terms of Reference
   Appendix B: Key Experts
   Appendix C: Remuneration Cost Estimates
   Appendix D: Reimbursable Cost Estimates
   Appendix E: Form of Advance Payments Guarantee

   In the event of any inconsistency between the documents, the following order of precedence shall prevail: the Special Conditions of Contract; the General Conditions of Contract; Appendix A; Appendix B; Appendix C and Appendix D; Appendix E. Any reference to this Contract shall include, where the context permits, a reference to its Appendices.

2. The mutual rights and obligations of the Client and the Consultant shall be as set forth in the Contract, in particular:

   (a) the Consultant shall carry out the Services in accordance with the provisions of the Contract; and
   (b) the Client shall make payments to the Consultant in accordance with the provisions of the Contract.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Contract to be signed in their respective names as of the day and year first above written.

For and on behalf of The Managing Director, Coimbatore Smart City Limited,

[Authorized Representative of the Client – name, title and signature]

For and on behalf of [Name of Consultant]

[Authorized Representative of the Consultant – name and signature]
II. General Conditions of Contract

A. General Provisions

1. Definitions

1.1. Unless the context otherwise requires, the following terms whenever used in this Contract have the following meanings:


(b) “Applicable Law” means the laws and any other instruments having the force of law in the Client’s country, or in such other country as may be specified in the Special Conditions of Contract (SCC), as they may be issued and in force from time to time.

(c) “Client” means the implementing agency that signs the Contract for the Services with the Selected Consultant.

(d) “Consultant” means a legally-established professional consulting firm or entity selected by the Client to provide the Services under the signed Contract.

(e) “Contract” means the legally binding written agreement signed between the Client and the Consultant and which includes all the attached documents listed in its paragraph 1 of the Form of Contract (the General Conditions (GCC), the Special Conditions (SCC), and the Appendices).

(f) “Day” means a working day unless indicated otherwise.

(g) “Effective Date” means the date on which this Contract comes into force and effect pursuant to Clause GCC 11.

(h) “Experts” means, collectively, Key Experts, Non-Key Experts, or any other personnel of the Consultant, Sub-consultant assigned by the Consultant to perform the Services or any part thereof under the Contract.

(i) “Foreign Currency” means any currency other than the currency of the Client’s country.

(j) “GCC” means these General Conditions of Contract.

(k) “Government” means the government of the Client’s country.

(l) “Key Expert(s)” means an individual professional whose skills, qualifications, knowledge and experience are critical to the performance of the Services under the Contract and whose Curricula Vitae (CV) was taken into account in the technical evaluation of the Consultant’s proposal.

(m) “Local Currency” means the currency of the Client’s country.

(n) “Non-Key Expert(s)” means an individual professional provided by
the Consultant or its Sub-consultant to perform the Services or any part thereof under the Contract.

(o) “Party” means the Client or the Consultant, as the case may be, and “Parties” means both of them.

(p) “SCC” means the Special Conditions of Contract by which the GCC may be amended or supplemented but not over-written.

(q) “Services” means the work to be performed by the Consultant pursuant to this Contract, as described in Appendix A hereto.

(r) “Sub-consultants” means an entity to whom/which the Consultant subcontracts any part of the Services while remaining solely liable for the execution of the Contract.

(s) “Third Party” means any person or entity other than the Government, the Client, the Consultant or a Sub-consultant.

2. Relationship between the Parties

2.1. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as establishing a relationship of master and servant or of principal and agent as between the Client and the Consultant. The Consultant, subject to this Contract, has complete charge of the Experts and Sub-consultants, if any, performing the Services and shall be fully responsible for the Services performed by them or on their behalf hereunder.

3. Law Governing Contract

3.1. This Contract, its meaning and interpretation, and the relation between the Parties shall be governed by the Applicable Law.

4. Language

4.1. This Contract has been executed in the language specified in the SCC, which shall be the binding and controlling language for all matters relating to the meaning or interpretation of this Contract.

5. Headings

5.1. The headings shall not limit, alter or affect the meaning of this Contract.

6. Communications

6.1. Any communication required or permitted to be given or made pursuant to this Contract shall be in writing in the language specified in Clause GCC 4. Any such notice, request or consent shall be deemed to have been given or made when delivered in person to an authorized representative of the Party to whom the communication is addressed, or when sent to such Party at the address specified in the SCC.

6.2. A Party may change its address for notice hereunder by giving the other Party any communication of such change to the address specified in the SCC.

7. Location

7.1. The Services shall be performed at such locations as are specified in Appendix A hereto and, where the location of a particular task is not so specified, at such locations, whether in the Government’s country or elsewhere, as the Client may approve.

8. Authorized Representatives

9.1. Any action required or permitted to be taken, and any document required or permitted to be executed under this Contract by the Client or the Consultant may be taken or executed by the officials specified in the SCC.
II. General Conditions of Contract

9. Corrupt and Fraudulent Practices

10. The Client requires compliance with its policy in regard to corrupt and fraudulent practices.

a. Commissions and Fees

10.2. The Client requires the Consultant to disclose any commissions or fees that may have been paid or are to be paid to agents or any other party with respect to the selection process or execution of the Contract. The information disclosed must include at least the name and address of the agent or other party, the amount and currency, and the purpose of the commission, gratuity or fee. Failure to disclose such commissions, gratuities or fees may result in termination of the Contract and/or sanctions by the Client.

B. COMMENCEMENT, COMPLETION, MODIFICATION AND TERMINATION OF CONTRACT

10. Effectiveness of Contract

11.1. This Contract shall come into force and effect on the date (the “Effective Date”) of the Client’s notice to the Consultant instructing the Consultant to begin carrying out the Services. This notice shall confirm that the effectiveness conditions, if any, listed in the SCC have been met.

11. Termination of Contract for Failure to Become Effective

12.1. If this Contract has not become effective within such time period after the date of Contract signature as specified in the SCC, either Party may, by not less than twenty two (22) days written notice to the other Party, declare this Contract to be null and void, and in the event of such a declaration by either Party, neither Party shall have any claim against the other Party with respect thereto.

12. Commencement of Services

13.1. The Consultant shall confirm availability of Key Experts and begin carrying out the Services not later than the number of days after the Effective Date specified in the SCC.

13. Expiration of Contract

14.1. Unless terminated earlier pursuant to Clause GCC 19 hereof, this Contract shall expire at the end of such time period after the Effective Date as specified in the SCC.

14. Entire Agreement

15.1. This Contract contains all covenants, stipulations and provisions agreed by the Parties. No agent or representative of either Party has authority to make, and the Parties shall not be bound by or be liable for, any statement, representation, promise or agreement not set forth herein.

15. Modifications or Variations

16.1. Any modification or variation of the terms and conditions of this Contract, including any modification or variation of the scope of the Services, may only be made by written agreement between the Parties. However, each Party shall give due consideration to any proposals for modification or variation made by the other Party.

16. Force Majeure

a. Definition

17.1. For the purposes of this Contract, “Force Majeure” means an event which is beyond the reasonable control of a Party, is not foreseeable, is unavoidable, and makes a Party’s performance of its obligations hereunder impossible or so impractical as reasonably to be considered impossible under the circumstances, and subject to those requirements, includes, but is not limited to, war, riots, civil disorder, earthquake, fire, explosion, storm, flood or other adverse weather conditions, strikes, lockouts or other
industrial action confiscation or any other action by Government agencies.

17.2. Force Majeure shall not include (i) any event which is caused by the negligence or intentional action of a Party or such Party’s Experts, Sub-consultants or agents or employees, nor (ii) any event which a diligent Party could reasonably have been expected to both take into account at the time of the conclusion of this Contract, and avoid or overcome in the carrying out of its obligations hereunder.

17.3. Force Majeure shall not include insufficiency of funds or failure to make any payment required hereunder.

b. No Breach of Contract

17.4. The failure of a Party to fulfil any of its obligations hereunder shall not be considered to be a breach of, or default under, this Contract insofar as such inability arises from an event of Force Majeure, provided that the Party affected by such an event has taken all reasonable precautions, due care and reasonable alternative measures, all with the objective of carrying out the terms and conditions of this Contract.

c. Measures to be Taken

17.5. A Party affected by an event of Force Majeure shall continue to perform its obligations under the Contract as far as is reasonably practical, and shall take all reasonable measures to minimize the consequences of any event of Force Majeure.

17.6. A Party affected by an event of Force Majeure shall notify the other Party of such event as soon as possible, and in any case not later than fourteen (14) calendar days following the occurrence of such event, providing evidence of the nature and cause of such event, and shall similarly give written notice of the restoration of normal conditions as soon as possible.

17.7. Any period within which a Party shall, pursuant to this Contract, complete any action or task, shall be extended for a period equal to the time during which such Party was unable to perform such action as a result of Force Majeure.

17.8. During the period of their inability to perform the Services as a result of an event of Force Majeure, the Consultant, upon instructions by the Client, shall either:

(a) demobilize, in which case the Consultant shall be reimbursed for additional costs they reasonably and necessarily incurred, and, if required by the Client, in reactivating the Services; or

(b) continue with the Services to the extent reasonably possible, in which case the Consultant shall continue to be paid under the terms of this Contract and be reimbursed for additional costs reasonably and necessarily incurred.

17.9. In the case of disagreement between the Parties as to the existence or extent of Force Majeure, the matter shall be settled according to Clauses GCC 48 & 49.
17. **Suspension**  

18.1. The Client may, by written notice of suspension to the Consultant, suspend all payments to the Consultant hereunder if the Consultant fails to perform any of its obligations under this Contract, including the carrying out of the Services, provided that such notice of suspension (i) shall specify the nature of the failure, and (ii) shall request the Consultant to remedy such failure within a period not exceeding thirty (30) calendar days after receipt by the Consultant of such notice of suspension.

18. **Termination**  

19. This Contract may be terminated by either Party as per provisions set up below:

a. **By the Client**  

19.1.1 The Client may terminate this Contract in case of the occurrence of any of the events specified in paragraphs (a) through (f) of this Clause. In such an occurrence the Client shall give at least thirty (30) calendar days’ written notice of termination to the Consultant in case of the events referred to in (a) through (d); at least sixty (60) calendar days’ written notice in case of the event referred to in (e); and at least five (30) calendar days’ written notice in case of the event referred to in (f):

(a) If the Consultant fails to remedy a failure in the performance of its obligations hereunder, as specified in a notice of suspension pursuant to Clause GCC 18;

(b) If the Consultant becomes (or, if the Consultant consists of more than one entity, if any of its members becomes) insolvent or bankrupt or enter into any agreements with their creditors for relief of debt or take advantage of any law for the benefit of debtors or go into liquidation or receivership whether compulsory or voluntary;

(c) If the Consultant fails to comply with any final decision reached as a result of arbitration proceedings pursuant to Clause GCC 49.1;

(d) If, as the result of Force Majeure, the Consultant is unable to perform a material portion of the Services for a period of not less than sixty (60) calendar days;

(e) If the Client, in its sole discretion and for any reason whatsoever, decides to terminate this Contract;

(f) If the Consultant fails to confirm availability of Key Experts as required in Clause GCC 13.

19.1.2 Furthermore, if the Client determines that the Consultant has engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, coercive or obstructive practices, in competing for or in executing the Contract, then the Client may, after giving fourteen (14) calendar days written notice to the Consultant, terminate the Consultant's employment under the Contract.

b. **By the Consultant**  

19.1.3 The Consultant may terminate this Contract, by not less than thirty (30) calendar days’ written notice to the Client, in case of the occurrence of any of the events specified in paragraphs (a) through (d) of this Clause.

(a) If the Client fails to pay any money due to the Consultant pursuant to this Contract and not subject to dispute pursuant to
Clauses GCC 49.1 within forty-five (45) calendar days after receiving written notice from the Consultant that such payment is overdue.

(b) If, as the result of Force Majeure, the Consultant is unable to perform a material portion of the Services for a period of not less than sixty (60) calendar days.

(c) If the Client fails to comply with any final decision reached as a result of arbitration pursuant to Clause GCC 49.1.

(d) If the Client is in material breach of its obligations pursuant to this Contract and has not remedied the same within forty-five (45) days (or such longer period as the Consultant may have subsequently approved in writing) following the receipt by the Client of the Consultant’s notice specifying such breach.

c. Cessation of Rights and Obligations

19.1.4 Upon termination of this Contract pursuant to Clauses GCC 12 or GCC 19 hereof, or upon expiration of this Contract pursuant to Clause GCC 14, all rights and obligations of the Parties hereunder shall cease, except (i) such rights and obligations as may have accrued on the date of termination or expiration, (ii) the obligation of confidentiality set forth in Clause GCC 22, (iii) the Consultant’s obligation to permit inspection, copying and auditing of their accounts and records set forth in Clause GCC 25, and (iv) any right which a Party may have under the Applicable Law.

d. Cessation of Services

19.1.5 Upon termination of this Contract by notice of either Party to the other pursuant to Clauses GCC 19a or GCC 19b, the Consultant shall, immediately upon dispatch or receipt of such notice, take all necessary steps to bring the Services to a close in a prompt and orderly manner and shall make every reasonable effort to keep expenditures for this purpose to a minimum. With respect to documents prepared by the Consultant and equipment and materials furnished by the Client, the Consultant shall proceed as provided, respectively, by Clauses GCC 27 or GCC 28.

e. Payment upon Termination

19.1.6 Upon termination of this Contract, the Client shall make the following payments to the Consultant:

(a) remuneration for Services satisfactorily performed prior to the effective date of termination, and reimbursable expenditures for expenditures actually incurred prior to the effective date of termination; and pursuant to Clause 42;

(b) in the case of termination pursuant to paragraphs (d) and (e) of Clause GCC 19.1.1, reimbursement of any reasonable cost incidental to the prompt and orderly termination of this Contract, including the cost of the return travel of the Experts.

C. OBLIGATIONS OF THE CONSULTANT

19. General

a. Standard of Performance

20.1 The Consultant shall perform the Services and carry out the Services with all due diligence, efficiency and economy, in accordance with generally accepted professional standards and practices, and shall observe sound management practices, and employ appropriate technology and safe
and effective equipment, machinery, materials and methods. The Consultant shall always act, in respect of any matter relating to this Contract or to the Services, as a faithful adviser to the Client, and shall at all times support and safeguard the Client’s legitimate interests in any dealings with the third parties.

20.2 The Consultant shall employ and provide such qualified and experienced Experts and Sub-consultants as are required to carry out the Services.

20.3 The Consultant may subcontract part of the Services to an extent and with such Key Experts and Sub-consultants as may be approved in advance by the Client. Notwithstanding such approval, the Consultant shall retain full responsibility for the Services.

b. Law Applicable to Services

20.4 The Consultant shall perform the Services in accordance with the Contract and the Applicable Law and shall take all practicable steps to ensure that any of its Experts and Sub-consultants, comply with the Applicable Law.

20.5 Throughout the execution of the Contract, the Consultant shall comply with the import of goods and services prohibitions in the Client’s country when

(a) as a matter of law or official regulations, the Borrower’s country prohibits commercial relations with that country; or

(b) by an act of compliance with a decision of the United Nations Security Council taken under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, the Borrower’s Country prohibits any import of goods from that country or any payments to any country, person, or entity in that country.

20.6 The Client shall notify the Consultant in writing of relevant local customs, and the Consultant shall, after such notification, respect such customs.

20. Conflict of Interests

21.1 The Consultant shall hold the Client’s interests paramount, without any consideration for future work, and strictly avoid conflict with other assignments or their own corporate interests.

a. Consultant Not to Benefit from Commissions, Discounts, etc.

21.1.1 The payment of the Consultant pursuant to GCC F (Clauses GCC 41 through 46) shall constitute the Consultant’s only payment in connection with this Contract and, subject to Clause GCC 21.1.3, the Consultant shall not accept for its own benefit any trade commission, discount or similar payment in connection with activities pursuant to this Contract or in the discharge of its obligations hereunder, and the Consultant shall use its best efforts to ensure that any Sub-consultants, as well as the Experts and agents of either of them, similarly shall not receive any such additional payment.

21.1.2 Furthermore, if the Consultant, as part of the Services, has the responsibility of advising the Client on the procurement of goods, works or services, the Consultant shall comply with the Client’s Applicable Guidelines, and shall at all times exercise such responsibility in the best
II. General Conditions of Contract

interest of the Client. Any discounts or commissions obtained by the Consultant in the exercise of such procurement responsibility shall be for the account of the Client.

b. Consultant and Affiliates Not to Engage in Certain Activities

21.1.3 The Consultant agrees that, during the term of this Contract and after its termination, the Consultant and any entity affiliated with the Consultant, as well as any Sub-consultants and any entity affiliated with such Sub-consultants, shall be disqualified from providing goods, works or non-consulting services resulting from or directly related to the Consultant’s Services for the preparation or implementation of the project, unless otherwise indicated in the SCC.

c. Prohibition of Conflicting Activities

21.1.4 The Consultant shall not engage, and shall cause its Experts as well as its Sub-consultants not to engage, either directly or indirectly, in any business or professional activities that would conflict with the activities assigned to them under this Contract.

d. Strict Duty to Disclose Conflicting Activities

21.1.5 The Consultant has an obligation and shall ensure that its Experts and Sub-consultants shall have an obligation to disclose any situation of actual or potential conflict that impacts their capacity to serve the best interest of their Client, or that may reasonably be perceived as having this effect. Failure to disclose said situations may lead to the disqualification of the Consultant or the termination of its Contract.

21. Confidentiality

22.1 Except with the prior written consent of the Client, the Consultant and the Experts shall not at any time communicate to any person or entity any confidential information acquired in the course of the Services, nor shall the Consultant and the Experts make public the recommendations formulated in the course of, or as a result of, the Services.

22. Liability of the Consultant

23.1 Subject to additional provisions, if any, set forth in the SCC, the Consultant’s liability under this Contract shall be as determined under the Applicable Law.

23. Insurance to be Taken out by the Consultant

24.1 The Consultant (i) shall take out and maintain, and shall cause any Sub-consultants to take out and maintain, at its (or the Sub-consultants’, as the case may be) own cost but on terms and conditions approved by the Client, insurance against the risks, and for the coverage specified in the SCC, and (ii) at the Client’s request, shall provide evidence to the Client showing that such insurance has been taken out and maintained and that the current premiums therefore have been paid. The Consultant shall ensure that such insurance is in place prior to commencing the Services as stated in Clause GCC 13.

24. Accounting, Inspection and Auditing

25.1 The Consultant shall keep, and shall make all reasonable efforts to cause its Sub-consultants to keep, accurate and systematic accounts and records in respect of the Services in such form and detail as will clearly identify relevant time changes and costs.

25.2. The Consultant shall permit and shall cause its Sub-consultants to permit, the Client and/or persons appointed by the Client to inspect the Site and/or all accounts and records relating to the performance of the Contract and the submission of the Proposal to provide the Services, and to have
such accounts and records audited by auditors appointed by the Client. The Consultant’s attention is drawn to Clause GCC 10 which provides, inter alia, that acts intended to materially impede the exercise of the Client’s inspection and audit rights provided for under this Clause GCC25.2 constitute a prohibited practice subject to contract termination (as well as to a determination of ineligibility under the Client’s prevailing sanctions procedures.)

25. Reporting Obligations

26.1 The Consultant shall submit to the Client the reports and documents specified in Appendix A, in the form, in the numbers and within the time periods set forth in the said Appendix.

26. Proprietary Rights of the Client in Reports and Records

27.1 Unless otherwise indicated in the SCC, all reports and relevant data and information such as maps, diagrams, plans, databases, other documents and software, supporting records or material compiled or prepared by the Consultant for the Client in the course of the Services shall be confidential and become and remain the absolute property of the Client. The Consultant shall, not later than upon termination or expiration of this Contract, deliver all such documents to the Client, together with a detailed inventory thereof. The Consultant may retain a copy of such documents, data and/or software but shall not use the same for purposes unrelated to this Contract without prior written approval of the Client.

27.2 If license agreements are necessary or appropriate between the Consultant and third parties for purposes of development of the plans, drawings, specifications, designs, databases, other documents and software, the Consultant shall obtain the Client’s prior written approval to such agreements, and the Client shall be entitled at its discretion to require recovering the expenses related to the development of the program(s) concerned. Other restrictions about the future use of these documents and software, if any, shall be specified in the SCC.

27. Equipment, Vehicles and Materials

28.1 Equipment, vehicles and materials made available to the Consultant by the Client, or purchased by the Consultant wholly or partly with funds provided by the Client, shall be the property of the Client and shall be marked accordingly. Upon termination or expiration of this Contract, the Consultant shall make available to the Client an inventory of such equipment, vehicles and materials and shall dispose of such equipment, vehicles and materials in accordance with the Client’s instructions. While in possession of such equipment, vehicles and materials, the Consultant, unless otherwise instructed by the Client in writing, shall insure them at the expense of the Client in an amount equal to their full replacement value.

A. CONSULTANT’S EXPERTS AND SUB-CONSULTANTS

28. Description of Key Experts

29.1 The title, agreed job description, minimum qualification and time-input estimates to carry out the Services of each of the Consultant’s Key
Experts are described in Appendix B.

29.2 If required to comply with the provisions of Clause GCC 20a, adjustments with respect to the estimated time-input of Key Experts set forth in Appendix B may be made by the Consultant by a written notice to the Client, provided (i) that such adjustments shall not alter the original time-input estimates for any individual by more than 10% or one week, whichever is larger; and (ii) that the aggregate of such adjustments shall not cause payments under this Contract to exceed the ceilings set forth in Clause GCC 41.2.

29.3 If additional work is required beyond the scope of the Services specified in Appendix A, the estimated time-input for the Key Experts may be increased by agreement in writing between the Client and the Consultant. In case where payments under this Contract exceed the ceilings set forth in Clause GCC 41.1, the Parties shall sign a Contract amendment.

29. Replacement of Key Experts

30.1 Except as the Client may otherwise agree in writing, no changes shall be made in the Key Experts.

30.2 Notwithstanding the above, the substitution of Key Experts during Contract execution may be considered only based on the Consultant’s written request and due to circumstances outside the reasonable control of the Consultant, including but not limited to death or medical incapacity. In such case, the Consultant shall forthwith provide as a replacement, a person of equivalent or better qualifications and experience, and at the same rate of remuneration.

30. Approval of Additional Key Experts

31.1 If during execution of the Contract, additional Key Experts are required to carry out the Services, the Consultant shall submit to the Client for review and approval a copy of their Curricula Vitae (CVs). If the Client does not object in writing (stating the reasons for the objection) within twenty two (22) days from the date of receipt of such CVs, such additional Key Experts shall be deemed to have been approved by the Client.

The rate of remuneration payable to such new additional Key Experts shall be based on the rates for other Key Experts position which require similar qualifications and experience.

31. Removal of Experts or Sub-consultants

32.1 If the Client finds that any of the Experts or Sub-consultant has committed serious misconduct or has been charged with having committed a criminal action, or shall the Client determine that Consultant’s Expert of Sub-consultant have engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, coercive or obstructive practice while performing the Services, the Consultant shall, at the Client’s written request, provide a replacement.

32.2 In the event that any of Key Experts, Non-Key Experts or Sub-consultants is found by the Client to be incompetent or incapable in discharging assigned duties, the Client, specifying the grounds therefore, may request the Consultant to provide a replacement.

32.3 Any replacement of the removed Experts or Sub-consultants shall possess better qualifications and experience and shall be acceptable to the Client.

32. Replacement/
Removal of Experts – Impact on Payments

bear all additional travel and other costs arising out of or incidental to any removal and/or replacement, and (ii) the remuneration to be paid for any of the Experts provided as a replacement shall not exceed the remuneration which would have been payable to the Experts replaced or removed.

33. Working Hours, Overtime, Leave, etc.

34.1 Working hours and holidays for Experts are set forth in Appendix B. To account for travel time to/from the Client’s country, experts carrying out Services inside the Client’s country shall be deemed to have commenced or finished work in respect of the Services such number of days before their arrival in, or after their departure from, the Client’s country as is specified in Appendix B.

34.2 The Experts shall not be entitled to be paid for overtime nor to take paid sick leave or vacation leave except as specified in Appendix B, and the Consultant’s remuneration shall be deemed to cover these items.

34.3 Any taking of leave by Key Experts shall be subject to the prior approval by the Consultant who shall ensure that absence for leave purposes will not delay the progress and or impact adequate supervision of the Services.

E. OBLIGATIONS OF THE CLIENT

34. Assistance and Exemptions

35.1 Unless otherwise specified in the SCC, the Client shall use its best efforts to:

(a) Assist the Consultant with obtaining work permits and such other documents as shall be necessary to enable the Consultant to perform the Services.

(b) Assist the Consultant with promptly obtaining, for the Experts and, if appropriate, their eligible dependents, all necessary entry and exit visas, residence permits, exchange permits and any other documents required for their stay in the Client’s country while carrying out the Services under the Contract.

(c) Facilitate prompt clearance through customs of any property required for the Services and of the personal effects of the Experts and their eligible dependents.

(c) Issue to officials, agents and representatives of the Government all such instructions and information as may be necessary or appropriate for the prompt and effective implementation of the Services.

(d) Assist the Consultant and the Experts and any Sub-consultants employed by the Consultant for the Services with obtaining exemption from any requirement to register or obtain any permit to practice their profession or to establish themselves either individually or as a corporate entity in the Client’s country according to the applicable law in the Client’s country.

(e) Assist the Consultant, any Sub-consultants and the Experts of either of them with obtaining the privilege, pursuant to the applicable law in the Client’s country, of bringing into the Client’s country reasonable amounts of foreign currency for the purposes of the Services or for the personal use of the Experts and of withdrawing any such amounts
as may be earned therein by the Experts in the execution of the Services.

(f) Provide to the Consultant any such other assistance as may be specified in the SCC.

35. Access to Project Site

36.1 The Client warrants that the Consultant shall have, free of charge, unimpeded access to the project site in respect of which access is required for the performance of the Services. The Client will be responsible for any damage to the project site or any property thereon resulting from such access and will indemnify the Consultant and each of the experts in respect of liability for any such damage, unless such damage is caused by the willful default or negligence of the Consultant or any Sub-consultants or the Experts of either of them.

36. Change in the Applicable Law Related to Taxes and Duties

37.1 If, after the date of this Contract, there is any change in the applicable law in the Client’s country with respect to taxes and duties which increases or decreases the cost incurred by the Consultant in performing the Services, then the remuneration and reimbursable expenses otherwise payable to the Consultant under this Contract shall be increased or decreased accordingly by agreement between the Parties hereto, and corresponding adjustments shall be made to the ceiling amounts specified in Clause GCC 41.1

37. Services, Facilities and Property of the Client

38.1 The Client shall make available to the Consultant and the Experts, for the purposes of the Services and free of any charge, the services, facilities and property described in the Terms of Reference (Appendix A) at the times and in the manner specified in said Appendix A.

38.2 In case that such services, facilities and property shall not be made available to the Consultant as and when specified in Appendix A, the Parties shall agree on (i) any time extension that it may be appropriate to grant to the Consultant for the performance of the Services, (ii) the manner in which the Consultant shall procure any such services, facilities and property from other sources, and (iii) the additional payments, if any, to be made to the Consultant as a result thereof pursuant to Clause GCC 41.3.

38. Counterpart Personnel

39.1 The Client shall make available to the Consultant free of charge such professional and support counterpart personnel, to be nominated by the Client with the Consultant’s advice, if specified in Appendix A.

39.2 If counterpart personnel are not provided by the Client to the Consultant as and when specified in Appendix A, the Client and the Consultant shall agree on (i) how the affected part of the Services shall be carried out, and (ii) the additional payments, if any, to be made by the Client to the Consultant as a result thereof pursuant to Clause GCC 41.3.

39.3 Professional and support counterpart personnel, excluding Client’s liaison personnel, shall work under the exclusive direction of the Consultant. If any member of the counterpart personnel fails to perform adequately any work assigned to such member by the Consultant that is consistent with the position occupied by such member, the Consultant may request the replacement of such member, and the Client shall not unreasonably refuse to act upon such request.

39. Payment Obligation

40.1 In consideration of the Services performed by the Consultant under this Contract, the Client shall make such payments to the Consultant and in
such manner as is provided by GCC F below.

**F. PAYMENTS TO THE CONSULTANT**

### 40. Ceiling Amount

41.1 An estimate of the cost of the Services is set forth in Appendix C (Remuneration) and Appendix D (Reimbursable expenses).

41.2 Payments under this Contract shall not exceed the ceilings in foreign currency and in local currency specified in the SCC.

41.3 For any payments in excess of the ceilings specified in GCC41.2, an amendment to the Contract shall be signed by the Parties referring to the provision of this Contract that evokes such amendment.

### 41. Remuneration and Reimbursable Expenses

42.1 The Client shall pay to the Consultant (i) remuneration that shall be determined on the basis of time actually spent by each Expert in the performance of the Services after the date of commencing of Services or such other date as the Parties shall agree in writing; and (ii) reimbursable expenses that are actually and reasonably incurred by the Consultant in the performance of the Services.

42.2 All payments shall be at the rates set forth in Appendix C and Appendix D.

42.3 Unless the SCC provides for the price adjustment of the remuneration rates, said remuneration shall be fixed for the duration of the Contract.

42.4 The remuneration rates shall cover: (i) such salaries and allowances as the Consultant shall have agreed to pay to the Experts as well as factors for social charges and overheads (bonuses or other means of profit-sharing shall not be allowed as an element of overheads), (ii) the cost of backstopping by home office staff not included in the Experts’ list in Appendix B, (iii) the Consultant’s profit, and (iv) any other items as specified in the SCC.

42.5 Any rates specified for Experts not yet appointed shall be provisional and shall be subject to revision, with the written approval of the Client, once the applicable remuneration rates and allowances are known.

### 42. Taxes and Duties

43.1 The Consultant, Sub-consultants and Experts are responsible for meeting any and all tax liabilities arising out of the Contract unless it is stated otherwise in the SCC.

43.2 As an exception to the above and as stated in the SCC, all local identifiable indirect taxes (itemized and finalized at Contract negotiations) are reimbursed to the Consultant or are paid by the Client on behalf of the Consultant.

### 43. Currency of Payment

44.1 Any payment under this Contract shall be made in the currency(ies) specified in the SCC.

### 44. Mode of Billing and Payment

45.1 Billings and payments in respect of the Services shall be made as follows:
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Time-Based

(a) **Advance payment.** Within the number of days after the Effective Date, the Client shall pay to the Consultant an advance payment as specified in the SCC. Unless otherwise indicated in the SCC, an advance payment shall be made against an advance payment bank guarantee acceptable to the Client in an amount (or amounts) and in a currency (or currencies) specified in the SCC. Such guarantee (i) is to remain effective until the advance payment has been fully set off, and (ii) is to be in the form set forth in Appendix E, or in such other form as the Client shall have approved in writing. The advance payments will be set off by the Client in equal instalments against the statements for the number of months of the Services specified in the SCC until said advance payments have been fully set off.

(b) **The Itemized Invoices.** As soon as practicable and not later than fifteen (15) days after the end of each calendar month during the period of the Services, or after the end of each time interval otherwise indicated in the SCC, the Consultant shall submit to the Client, in duplicate, itemized invoices, accompanied by the receipts or other appropriate supporting documents, of the amounts payable pursuant to Clauses GCC 44 and GCC 45 for such interval, or any other period indicated in the SCC. Separate invoices shall be submitted for expenses incurred in foreign currency and in local currency. Each invoice shall show remuneration and reimbursable expenses separately.

(c) The Client shall pay the Consultant’s invoices within sixty (60) days after the receipt by the Client of such itemized invoices with supporting documents. Only such portion of an invoice that is not satisfactorily supported may be withheld from payment. Should any discrepancy be found to exist between actual payment and costs authorized to be incurred by the Consultant, the Client may add or subtract the difference from any subsequent payments.

(d) **The Final Payment.** The final payment under this Clause shall be made only after the final report and a final invoice, identified as such, shall have been submitted by the Consultant and approved as satisfactory by the Client. The Services shall be deemed completed and finally accepted by the Client and the final report and final invoice shall be deemed approved by the Client as satisfactory ninety (90) calendar days after receipt of the final report and final invoice by the Client unless the Client, within such ninety (90) calendar day period, gives written notice to the Consultant specifying in detail deficiencies in the Services, the final report or final invoice. The Consultant shall thereupon promptly make any necessary corrections, and thereafter the foregoing process shall be repeated. Any amount that the Client has paid or has caused to be paid in accordance with this Clause in excess of the amounts payable in accordance with the provisions of this Contract shall be reimbursed by the Consultant to the Client within thirty (30) days after receipt by the Consultant of notice thereof. Any such claim by the Client for reimbursement must be made within twelve (12) calendar months after receipt by the Client of a final report and a final invoice approved by the Client in accordance with the above.

(e) All payments under this Contract shall be made to the accounts of the Consultant specified in the SCC.
(f) With the exception of the final payment under (d) above, payments do not constitute acceptance of the Services nor relieve the Consultant of any obligations hereunder.

45. Interest on Delayed Payments

46.1 If the Client had delayed payments beyond fifteen (15) days after the due date stated in Clause GCC 45.1 (c), interest shall be paid to the Consultant on any amount due by, not paid on, such due date for each day of delay at the annual rate stated in the SCC.

G. FAIRNESS AND GOOD FAITH

46. Good Faith

47.1 The Parties undertake to act in good faith with respect to each other’s rights under this Contract and to adopt all reasonable measures to ensure the realization of the objectives of this Contract.

H. SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

47. Amicable Settlement

48.1 The Parties shall seek to resolve any dispute amicably by mutual consultation.

48.2 If either Party objects to any action or inaction of the other Party, the objecting Party may file a written Notice of Dispute to the other Party providing in detail the basis of the dispute. The Party receiving the Notice of Dispute will consider it and respond in writing within fourteen (14) days after receipt. If that Party fails to respond within fourteen (14) days, or the dispute cannot be amicably settled within fourteen (14) days following the response of that Party, Clause GCC 49.1 shall apply.

48. Dispute Resolution

49.1 Any dispute between the Parties arising under or related to this Contract that cannot be settled amicably may be referred to by either Party to the adjudication/arbitration in accordance with the provisions specified in the SCC.
II. General Conditions

Attachment 1: Policy – Corrupt and Fraudulent Practices

“Fraud and Corruption

1.23 It is the policy to require that consultants, and their agents (whether declared or not), sub-contractors, sub-consultants, service providers, or suppliers, and any personnel thereof, observe the highest standard of ethics during the selection and execution of this contracts [footnote: In this context, any action taken by a consultant or any of its personnel, or its agents, or its sub-consultants, sub-contractors, services providers, suppliers, and/or their employees, to influence the selection process or contract execution for undue advantage is improper.]. In pursuance of this policy, the Client:

(a) defines, for the purposes of this provision, the terms set forth below as follows:

(i) “corrupt practice” is the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting, directly or indirectly, of anything of value to influence improperly the actions of another party;

(ii) “fraudulent practice” is any act or omission, including misrepresentation, that knowingly or recklessly misleads, or attempts to mislead, a party to obtain financial or other benefit or to avoid an obligation;

(iii) “collusive practices” is an arrangement between two or more parties designed to achieve an improper purpose, including to influence improperly the actions of another party;

(iv) “coercive practices” is impairing or harming, or threatening to impair or harm, directly or indirectly, any party or the property of the party to influence improperly the actions of a party;

(v) “obstructive practice” is

(aa) deliberately destroying, falsifying, altering, or concealing of evidence material to the investigation or making false statements to investigators in order to materially impede a Client investigation into allegations of a corrupt, fraudulent, coercive, or collusive practice; and/or threatening, harassing, or intimidating any party to prevent it from disclosing its knowledge of matters relevant to the investigation or from pursuing the investigation, or

---

3 For the purpose of this sub-paragraph, “another party” refers to a public official acting in relation to the selection process or contract execution. In this context “public official” includes Client staff and employees of other organizations taking or reviewing selection decisions.

4 For the purpose of this sub-paragraph, “party” refers to a public official; the terms “benefit” and “obligation” relate to the selection process or contract execution; and the “act or omission” is intended to influence the selection process or contract execution.

5 For the purpose of this sub-paragraph, “parties” refers to participants in the procurement or selection process (including public officials) attempting either themselves, or through another person or entity not participating in the procurement or selection process, to simulate competition or to establish prices at artificial, non-competitive levels, or are privy to each other’s bid prices or other conditions.

6 For the purpose of this sub-paragraph, “party” refers to a participant in the selection process or contract execution.
(bb) acts intended to materially impede the exercise of the Client’s inspection and audit rights;

(b) will reject a proposal for award if it determines that the consultant recommended for award or any of its personnel, or its agents, or its sub-consultants, sub-contractors, services providers, suppliers, and/or their employees, has, directly or indirectly, engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, coercive, or obstructive practices in competing for the contract in question;

(c) will sanction a firm or an individual at any time, in accordance with prevailing sanctions procedures, including by publicly declaring such firm ineligible, either indefinitely or for a stated period of time: (i) to be awarded a Client contracts, and (ii) to be a nominated sub-consultant, supplier, or service provider of an otherwise eligible firm being awarded a contract for the Client.

---

7 A firm or an individual may be declared ineligible to be awarded a contract upon (i) completion of the sanctions proceedings as per its sanctions procedures.

8 A nominated sub-consultant, supplier, or service provider is one which has been either (i) included by the consultant in its proposal because it brings specific and critical experience and know-how that are accounted for in the technical evaluation of the consultant’s proposal for the particular services; or (ii) appointed by the Borrower.
### III. Special Conditions of Contract

[Notes in brackets are for guidance purposes only and should be deleted in the final text of the signed contract]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of GC Clause</th>
<th>Amendments of, and Supplements to, Clauses in the General Conditions of Contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1(b) and 3.1</td>
<td>The Contract shall be construed in accordance with the law of India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>The language is: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1 and 6.2</td>
<td>The addresses are:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Client: The Managing Director, Coimbatore Smart City Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attention:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facsimile:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-mail (where permitted):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consultant:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attention:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facsimile:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-mail (where permitted):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>[Note: If the Consultant consists only of one entity, state “N/A”; OR The Name of consultant is __________ [insert name of the member]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>The Authorized Representatives are:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For the Client: Tamil Nadu Urban Finance Infrastructure Development Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For the Consultant: [name, title]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>Termination of Contract for Failure to Become Effective:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The time period shall be Four Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>Commencement of Services:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The number of Months - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmation of Key Experts’ availability to start the Assignment shall be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>submitted to the Client in writing as a written statement signed by each Key Expert.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>Expiration of Contract:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 21 b. | The Client reserves the right to determine on a case-by-case basis whether the Consultant should be disqualified from providing goods, works or non-consulting services due to a conflict of a nature described in Clause GCC 21.1.3  
Yes |
|---|---|
| 23.1 | “Limitation of the Consultant’s Liability towards the Client:  
(a) Except in the case of gross negligence or wilful misconduct on the part of the Consultant or on the part of any person or a firm acting on behalf of the Consultant in carrying out the Services, the Consultant, with respect to damage caused by the Consultant to the Client’s property, shall not be liable to the Client:  
(i) for any indirect or consequential loss or damage; and  
(ii) for any direct loss or damage that exceeds one times the total value of the Contract;  
(b) This limitation of liability shall not  
(i) affect the Consultant’s liability, if any, for damage to Third Parties caused by the Consultant or any person or firm acting on behalf of the Consultant in carrying out the Services;  
(ii) be construed as providing the Consultant with any limitation or exclusion from liability which is prohibited by the applicable law in the Client’s country. |
| 24.1 | The insurance coverage against the risks shall be as follows:  
[Note: Delete what is not applicable except (a)].  
(a) Professional liability insurance, with a minimum coverage of total ceiling amount of the Contract  
(b) Third Party motor vehicle liability insurance in respect of motor vehicles operated in the Client’s country by the Consultant or its Experts or Sub-consultants, with a minimum coverage of in accordance with the applicable law in the Client’s country.  
(c) Third Party liability insurance, with a minimum coverage of in accordance with the applicable law in the Client’s country;  
(d) employer’s liability and workers’ compensation insurance in respect of the experts and Sub-consultants in accordance with the relevant provisions of the applicable law in the Client’s country, as well as, with respect to such Experts, any such life, health, accident, travel or other insurance as may be appropriate; and  
(e) insurance against loss of or damage to (i) equipment purchased in |
whole or in part with funds provided under this Contract, (ii) the Consultant's property used in the performance of the Services, and (iii) any documents prepared by the Consultant in the performance of the Services.

41.2 Any indirect local taxes chargeable in respect of this Contract for the Services provided by the Consultant shall reimbursed by the Client to the Consultant.

The amount of such taxes is ________________ [insert the amount as finalized at the Contract's negotiations on the basis of the estimates provided by the Consultant in Form FIN-2 of the Consultant's Financial Proposal.]

43.1 and 43.2 The Client warrants that the Client shall reimburse the Consultant, the Sub-consultants and the Experts any indirect taxes, duties, fees, levies and other impositions imposed, under the applicable law in the Client’s country, on the Consultant, the Sub-consultants and the Experts in respect of:

(a) any payments whatsoever made to the Consultant, Sub-consultants and the Experts (other than nationals or permanent residents of the Client’s country), in connection with the carrying out of the Services;

(b) any equipment, materials and supplies brought into the Client’s country by the Consultant or Sub-consultants for the purpose of carrying out the Services and which, after having been brought into such territories, will be subsequently withdrawn by them;

(c) any equipment imported for the purpose of carrying out the Services and paid for out of funds provided by the Client and which is treated as property of the Client;

(d) any property brought into the Client’s country by the Consultant, any Sub-consultants or the Experts (other than nationals or permanent residents of the Client’s country), or the eligible dependents of such experts for their personal use and which will subsequently be withdrawn by them upon their respective departure from the Client’s country, provided that:

(i) the Consultant, Sub-consultants and experts shall follow the usual customs procedures of the Client’s country in importing property into the Client’s country; and

(ii) if the Consultant, Sub-consultants or Experts do not withdraw but dispose of any property in the Client’s country upon which customs duties and taxes have been exempted, the Consultant, Sub-consultants or Experts, as the case may be, (a) shall bear such customs duties and taxes in conformity with the regulations of the Client’s country, or (b) shall reimburse them to the Client if they were paid by the Client at the time the property in question was brought into the Client’s country.

44.1 The currency of payment shall be the following: Indian Rupees
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>45.1(a)</th>
<th>NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>45.1 (b)</strong></td>
<td>Itemized Invoices are to be presented every month. The Personnel Costs and the Support Costs shall be paid every month and be based on the attendance of the personnel. Other payments shall be made on successful submission of the deliverables.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **45.1(e)** | The accounts are:  
for foreign currency: [insert account].  
for local currency: [insert account]. |
| **46.1** | The interest rate is: Savings Bank Rate followed by the State Bank of India. |
| **49.** | Disputes shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the following provisions:  
1. **Selection of Arbitrators.** Each dispute submitted by a Party to arbitration shall be heard by a sole arbitrator or an arbitration panel composed of three (3) arbitrators, in accordance with the following provisions:  
   (a) Where the Parties agree that the dispute concerns a technical matter, they may agree to appoint a sole arbitrator or, failing agreement on the identity of such sole arbitrator within thirty (30) days after receipt by the other Party of the proposal of a name for such an appointment by the Party who initiated the proceedings, either Party may apply to *The Managing Director, Coimbatore Smart City Limited*, for a list of not fewer than five (5) nominees and, on receipt of such list, the Parties shall alternately strike names there from, and the last remaining nominee on the list shall be the sole arbitrator for the matter in dispute. If the last remaining nominee has not been determined in this manner within sixty (60) days of the date of the list, *The Managing Director, Coimbatore Smart City Limited* shall appoint, upon the request of either Party and from such list or otherwise, a sole arbitrator for the matter in dispute.  
   (b) Where the Parties do not agree that the dispute concerns a technical matter, the Client and the Consultant shall each appoint one (1) arbitrator, and these two arbitrators shall jointly appoint a third arbitrator, who shall chair the arbitration panel. If the arbitrators named by the Parties do not succeed in appointing a third arbitrator within thirty (30) days after the latter of the two (2) arbitrators named by the Parties has been appointed, the third arbitrator shall, at the request of either Party, be appointed by *The Managing Director, Coimbatore Smart City Limited, Government of Tamil Nadu*.  
   (c) If, in a dispute subject to paragraph (b) above, one Party fails to appoint its arbitrator within thirty (30) days after the other Party has appointed its arbitrator, the Party which has named an
### III. Special Conditions of Contract

**Time-Based**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>arbitrator may apply to <em>The Managing Director, Coimbatore Smart City Limited, Government of Tamil Nadu</em>, to appoint a sole arbitrator for the matter in dispute, and the arbitrator appointed pursuant to such application shall be the sole arbitrator for that dispute.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2. **Rules of Procedure.** Except as otherwise stated herein, arbitration proceedings shall be conducted in accordance with the rules of procedure for arbitration of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) as in force on the date of this Contract.

3. **Substitute Arbitrators.** If for any reason an arbitrator is unable to perform his/her function, a substitute shall be appointed in the same manner as the original arbitrator.

4. **Nationality and Qualifications of Arbitrators.** The sole arbitrator or the third arbitrator appointed pursuant to paragraphs 1(a) through 1(c) above shall be an internationally recognized legal or technical expert with extensive experience in relation to the matter in dispute and shall not be a national of the Consultant’s home country. **[Note: If the Consultant consists of more than one entity, add: or of the home country of any of their members or Parties]** or of the Government’s country. For the purposes of this Clause, “home country” means any of:

   (a) the country of incorporation of the Consultant; **[Note: If the Consultant consists of more than one entity, add: or of any of their members or Parties]**; or

   (b) the country in which the Consultant’s [or any of their members’ or Parties’] principal place of business is located; or

   (c) the country of nationality of a majority of the Consultant’s [or of any members’ or Parties’] shareholders; or

   (d) the country of nationality of the Sub-consultants concerned, where the dispute involves a subcontract.

5. **Miscellaneous.** In any arbitration proceeding hereunder:

   (a) proceedings shall, unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, be held in Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India;

   (b) the *English* language shall be the official language for all purposes; and

   (c) the decision of the sole arbitrator or of a majority of the arbitrators (or of the third arbitrator if there is no such majority) shall be final and binding and shall be enforceable in any court of competent jurisdiction, and the Parties hereby waive any objections to or claims of immunity in respect of such enforcement.
IV. Appendices

APPENDIX A – TERMS OF REFERENCE

[This Appendix shall include the final Terms of Reference (TORs) worked out by the Client and the Consultant during the negotiations; dates for completion of various tasks; location of performance for different tasks; detailed reporting requirements; Client’s input, including counterpart personnel assigned by the Client to work on the Consultant’s team; specific tasks that require prior approval by the Client.

Insert the text based on the Section 7 (Terms of Reference) of the ITC in the RFP and modified based on the Forms TECH-1 through TECH-5 in the Consultant’s Proposal. Highlight the changes to Section 7 of the RFP.

If the Services consist of or include the supervision of civil works, the following action that require prior approval of the Client shall be added to the “Reporting Requirements” section of the TORs: Taking any action under a civil works contract designating the Consultant as “Engineer”, for which action, pursuant to such civil works contract, the written approval of the Client as “Employer” is required.]

APPENDIX B - KEY EXPERTS

[Insert a table based on Form TECH-6 of the Consultant’s Technical Proposal and finalized at the Contract’s negotiations. Attach the CVs (updated and signed by the respective Key Experts) demonstrating the qualifications of Key Experts.]

[Specify Hours of Work for Key Experts: List here the hours of work for Key Experts; travel time to/from the Client’s country; entitlement, if any, to leave pay; public holidays in the Client’s country that may affect Consultant’s work; etc. Make sure there is consistency with Form TECH-6. In particular: one month equals the average number of working days of the Client employees. One working (billable) day shall be not less than eight (8) working (billable) hours.]

APPENDIX C – REMUNERATION COST ESTIMATES

1. Monthly rates for the Experts:

[Insert the table with the remuneration rates. The table shall be based on [Form FIN-3] of the Consultant’s Proposal and reflect any changes agreed at the Contract negotiations, if any. The footnote shall list such changes made to [Form FIN-3] at the negotiations or state that none has been made.]

2. [When the Consultant has been selected under Quality-Based Selection method, or the Client has requested the Consultant to clarify the breakdown of very high remuneration rates at the Contract’s negotiations also add the following:

“The agreed remuneration rates shall be stated in the attached Model Form I. This form shall be prepared on the basis of Appendix A to Form FIN-3 of the RFP “Consultants’
Representations regarding Costs and Charges” submitted by the Consultant to the Client prior to the Contract’s negotiations.

Should these representations be found by the Client (either through inspections or audits pursuant to Clause GCC 25.2 or through other means) to be materially incomplete or inaccurate, the Client shall be entitled to introduce appropriate modifications in the remuneration rates affected by such materially incomplete or inaccurate representations. Any such modification shall have retroactive effect and, in case remuneration has already been paid by the Client before any such modification, (i) the Client shall be entitled to offset any excess payment against the next monthly payment to the Consultants, or (ii) if there are no further payments to be made by the Client to the Consultants, the Consultants shall reimburse to the Client any excess payment within thirty (30) days of receipt of a written claim of the Client. Any such claim by the Client for reimbursement must be made within twelve (12) calendar months after receipt by the Client of a final report and a final statement approved by the Client in accordance with Clause GCC 45.1(d) of this Contract.”
Model Form I  
Breakdown of Agreed Fixed Rates in Consultant’s Contract

We hereby confirm that we have agreed to pay to the Experts listed, who will be involved in performing the Services, the basic fees and away from the home office allowances (if applicable) indicated below:

(Expressed in [insert name of currency]*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experts</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Basic Remuneration rate per Working Month/Day/Year</td>
<td>Social Charges(^1)</td>
<td>Overhead(^1)</td>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>Profit(^2)</td>
<td>Away from Home Office Allowance</td>
<td>Agreed Fixed Rate per Working Month/Day/Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Office</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in the Client’s Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Expressed as percentage of 1  
\(^2\) Expressed as percentage of 4  
* If more than one currency, add a table

Signature  

Date  

Name and Title: ____________________________
APPENDIX D – REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES COST ESTIMATES

1. [Insert the table with the reimbursable expenses rates. The table shall be based on [Form FIN-4] of the Consultant’s Proposal and reflect any changes agreed at the Contract negotiations, if any. The footnote shall list such changes made to [Form FIN-4] at the negotiations or state that none has been made.]
APPENDIX E - FORM OF ADVANCE PAYMENTS GUARANTEE
[See Clause GCC 41.2.1 and SCC 41.2.1]

{Guarantor letterhead or SWIFT identifier code}

Bank Guarantee for Advance Payment

Guarantor: __________________ [insert commercial Bank's Name, and Address of Issuing Branch or Office]

Beneficiary: __________________ [insert Name and Address of Client]

Date: ______________ [insert date]___

ADVANCE PAYMENT GUARANTEE No.: ______________ [insert number]____

We have been informed that ____________ [name of Consultant] (hereinafter called "the Consultant") has entered into Contract No. ______________ [reference number of the contract] dated __________ [insert date]_________ with the Beneficiary, for the provision of ______________ [brief description of Services] (hereinafter called "the Contract").

Furthermore, we understand that, according to the conditions of the Contract, an advance payment in the sum of ______________ [insert amount in figures] () [amount in words] is to be made against an advance payment guarantee.

At the request of the Consultant, we, as Guarantor, hereby irrevocably undertake to pay the Beneficiary any sum or sums not exceeding in total an amount of ___________ [insert amount in figures] () [amount in words] upon receipt by us of the Beneficiary’s complying demand supported by the Beneficiary’s written statement, whether in the demand itself or in a separate signed document accompanying or identifying the demand, stating that the Consultant is in breach of their obligation under the Contract because the Consultant:

(a) has failed to repay the advance payment in accordance with the Contract conditions, specifying the amount which the Consultant has failed to repay;

(b) has used the advance payment for purposes other than toward providing the Services under the Contract.

It is a condition for any claim and payment under this guarantee to be made against an advance payment guarantee to be made that the advance payment referred to above must have been received by the Consultant.

The maximum amount of this guarantee shall be progressively reduced by the amount of the advance payment repaid by the Consultant as indicated in certified statements or invoices marked as “paid” by the Client which shall be presented to us. This guarantee shall expire, at the latest, upon our receipt of the payment certificate or paid invoice indicating that the Consultant has made full repayment of the amount of the advance payment, or on the __ day of __________ [month], __________ [year], whichever is earlier. Consequently, any demand for payment under this guarantee must be received by us at this office on or before that date.

The Guarantor agrees to a one-time extension of this guarantee for a period not to exceed one year, in response to the Client’s written request for such extension, such request to be presented to the Guarantor before the expiry of the guarantee.

This guarantee is subject to the Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees (URDG) 2010 revision, ICC Publication No. 758.

____________________
{Signature}

{Note: All italicized text is for indicative purposes only to assist in preparing this form and shall be deleted from the final product.}